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It’s all systems go: Arts Victoria has funded a major upgrade for the National Theatre,
giving the St Kilda landmark a well-deserved boost.

hanks to timely Arts Victoria funding

the teaching and production of opera,

the VCA in 1977). The auditorium is used for

and support from Arts Minister

dance and drama.

community and commercial hirers as well as

Lynne Kosky, the National Theatre

in St Kilda is set for a major upgrade.

The theatre was renamed—naturally

the schools-—and it is income from hiring that

enough—the National. The auditorium was

subsidises the activities of the schools and

split horizontally so that teaching studios

permits rental subsidies for community

application to Arts Victoria for support in

could be installed in the area formerly

groups.

funding a series of major upgrades to its

occupied by the stalls and cinema stage, and

aging facilities, a project totalling $750 000.

a new stage and fly tower were built in front government support for its operations.
‘Everyone assumes we get help to run the
of the old dress circle, which then became

Last year the National submitted an

The main fabric of the theatre is now 88

Surprisingly, the National gets no recurrent

schools because they include accredited

years old. It opened as a cinema, the Victory,

an 800-seat auditorium. It opened in 1974.

on 18 April 1921.

The revamped building has housed the vocational training regulated by the state
National’s schools of drama and dance ever government, as well as international students,’
says general manager Robert Taylor. ‘Most
since (the opera school was subsumed by

Seven years later, in response to the
introduction of ‘talkies’ and competition
from the nearby

people also assume the

Palais, the interior was

venue at least gets

considerably

regular state government

upgraded to designs

or City of Port Phillip

by Cedric H.

support, but this is not

Ballantyne (who also

the case.
‘One of the theatre’s

designed the Regent
Theatre in the same

great drawbacks has

year). The present

been its lack of air

foyers, roof format

conditioning. This has

and elements of the

meant that in the

auditorium are from

potentially busy summer

this rebuild.

months it is extremely
hard to let.

In 1971 the
theatre, by then part

‘We are acutely

of the Hoyts Theatres

aware of the urgent need

chain, was acquired

to air condition the

by the Australian

building,’ says Taylor.

National Memorial

‘Aside from anything

Theatre Ltd, which

else it’s a major OH&S

had been founded in

issue for patrons,
performers and crew,*

1935 by Australian
soprano Gertrude

National Theatre chairman Adrian Gibson (left) and general manager

Johnson to promote

Robert Taylor in the theatre’s grand foyer.

Meanwhile, opera is back at the National

so we have made that one of the main
upgrades covered in our capital works

A

program of $750 000.
‘It will mean we can install two chillers
into the theatre’s existing ventilation system.’
An earlier plan (in 1996) to install chillers

lthough the art of opera was one

James Eggleston (Don Ottavio), Michelle

standard of operatic training in Australia so

of the priorities of the National’s

Buscemi (Zerlina) and Tiffany Speight (Donna

our future operatic principals do not have

founder, Gertrude Johnson, it

Anna). Jean-Pierre Mignon will direct and

to leave our shores to get the training and

sharing conducting will be Richard Gill and

performance experience they need.’

Nicholas Carter.

First scholarship recipient

has not been taught there for 30 years.

from the now-demolished Gas and Fuel

This year, however, opera is coming

Corporation buildings in Flinders Street had to

back to the National.

be abandoned when funding was not available.

Firstly, it has been chosen by Victorian

‘The National has a great history
associated with Gertrude Johnson, who has

Instead the venue installed mobility access

Opera as the ideal venue for its production

been very much under-recognised for her

platforms and hearing assistance systems.

of Mozart’s Don Giovanni which will play

outstanding work in developing young talent,’

there from 3 to 14 March.

says Richard Gill. ‘We also used the National

Other key elements in the 2009/2010
project cover:
n

n

Secondly, the National is supporting

an upgrade of the building’s

Opera School Melbourne, a new,

power supply,

independent not-for-profit organisation

installation of a scenery lift at

  

the loading dock,
n

a new fire exit from the stage,

n

an upgrade and rewiring of       

‘To be truthful, the facilities are not
special, in fact they’re barely adequate, but

Australia and overseas.

being theatre people we will make do.

The cast of Don Giovani includes Samuel
Dundas (the Don), Andrew Collis (Leporello),

new lanterns for the FOH

There is a very good feeling in the theatre

lighting bridge.

music schools in the UK, including
Guildhall and the RSAMD, he has chosen
to train with Melbourne Opera School.

nn n

n

nn

n

nnn

Opera School Melbourne has the benefit
Linda Thompson (left). The National is right
behind Linda’s initiative in offering

‘They answer so many questions for us. At

City of Port Phillip heritage overlay

specialised opera training in Melbourne.

Already we have support from Plus Architecture,

last we know how things were originally

controlling external paint schemes and

Dame Elisabeth Murdoch and The Ray and

and how they were altered over the years.’

internal alterations.

qualified and internationally experienced

Looking for sponsorship

resident and sessional faculty, with regular
singers, directors, conductors and coaches.

Another exciting discovery was a c.1926
photo of the Victory taken from the roof of

Participants will benefit from a highly

master classes and forums with visiting

ranging heritage and conservation study

the nearby Palais Theatre, which was then

If you’d like to help the National raise the

recently completed by Robert Sands Pty Ltd,

under construction. This was found in the

$150 000 needed to complete the upgrade,

funded by the Helen Macpherson Smith

National Library of Australia.

general manager Robert Taylor would love to

The National Theatre is registered on

The training will include a public
performance of The Magic Flute at the National.

hear from you. You can contact him on (03)

Says Linda Thompson: ‘In a climate

The study identified many important

the Australian Heritage Council’s Register

at 9534 0221 or ceo@nationaltheatre. org.au

where independent artistic excellence is

aspects of the venerable old building. In the

of the National Estate. It was added to the

All donations are tax-deductible.

often under threat, The Opera School

process the original plans were discovered

Victorian Heritage Register on 9 March

Link: www.nationaltheatre.org.au 

A

Offered full scholarships to prestigious

of expertise from a seasoned opera singer,
Trust of Australia (Victoria). It is subject to a

Trust.

had part-time work as a fashion model.

www.theoperaschool.com.au

‘We thought they were lost,’ says Taylor.

The work will proceed within a wide-

Opera Emerging Artists Program, and has

Links: www.victorianopera.com.au

2006 and has been classified by the National

Joyce Uebergang Foundation.’

Hadleigh was a member of the New Zealand

theatre’s ghosts are friendly. The National is

buried in the Health Department’s archives.

‘It’s a big challenge, but it’s not impossible.

Gertrude Johnson Scholarship. In 2008

hope our company will become the same.’

news that Arts Victoria has granted us
$150 000,’ says Taylor.

bass baritone, is the recipient of the inaugural

when you enter the building. It’s as if all the
a special part of Victoria’s history, and we

‘In January we received the wonderful
$600 000, so we have to raise the balance of

acoustic to be very good.

providing tuition for aspiring singers from

stage electrics, and
n

for our Youth Opera project and found the

Hadleigh Adams, 23-year-old New Zealand

Melbourne aims to provide the highest

n

Now we are Theatre Heritage Australia Inc.

t the 2008 Victoria Theatres

sense of the word. No doubt, at the time of

or to seek government funding, we needed

onwards most theatrical productions did

and so on. It soon became apparent that

Trust AGM, the assembled

formation in 1995 the founders thought it

to reorganise ourselves and get the right

not just play in one city but toured

more general word ‘Theatre’ was a much

preferably no more than three words. It had

members passed a special

best to keep things simple for ease of

structure in place. When we considered other

nationally, even internationally. So

more appropriate description.

to describe more accurately what we did and

resolution to enable incorporation and to

operation. Ten years on, however, it became

matters such as legal liability issues, the case

shouldn’t we be more accurately using the

change the name of the group to ‘ Theatre

clear that this situation could have serious

for incorporation became overwhelming.

word ‘Australia’?

Heritage Australia Inc.’ This action was the

consequences for us in the future. For

culmination of two years of intense discussion

example, in the complex new GST world,

Initially it was thought that it would be best

‘Theatres’. This normally implies mere

trust deed in place. We owned no property

by the committee.

Then there was the issue of the name.

Then there was the use of the word

Then on thinking about the word ‘Trust’

The criteria was simple. It had to be short,

moreover it had to be easy to search for on

a whole range of new issues surfaced. Why

the internet. The name ‘Theatre Heritage

were we using this term at all? There was no

Australia Inc.’ naturally followed.
Our logo typeface and the image of the

bodies like ours need ABN and Tax File

to continue using the old familiar name

bricks and mortar, not the full range of

or other assets. In that case, weren’t we

heritage angel on the Princess Theatre

So what was our reasoning?

numbers. Without these, tax lodgment and

Victoria Theatres Trust. Once we began to

activities that are associated with this form

being deceptive by using that word in the

exterior, used with the kind permission of

It may come as a surprise to many

GST exemptions are very difficult to obtain.

think about it in more detail, however, many

of artistic endeavour.

title? In fact it looked extremely unlikely

Marriner Theatres Ltd, continues, so the

members to learn that the old VTT never

Also government bodies and agencies, such

questions arose. For instance why were we

Our concerns are really about the

that we would be allowed to use that word

appearance of On Stage and other

had a proper legal structure in place, nor

as VCAT, do not recognise unincorporated

using ‘Victoria’ in the name when most of

subject in the broadest possible sense:

at all without first setting up an expensive

publications, basically, will not change.

did it have any rules to guide its operation.

bodies. It became obvious that if we want to

the history we were writing about had a

plays, playwrights, performers, producers,

‘trust’ structure. So in the end it was decided

In fact it was not even a Trust in the legal

become more active in the preservation arena

national focus? Typically from the 1850s

directors, scenic artists, lighting technicians

that we needed a totally new name.
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Australia Day Honours 2009

The Sentimental Bloke

Recognising the contribution of those in theatre, cinema and performance on Australia Day, 26 January 2009.

In the seventh in his series on important Australian musicals, Peter Pinne dips ’is lid to Bill, Doreen,
and to the creators of one of our most often produced and best loved musicals.

T

he extraordinary contribution of
David and Alison Gyger to opera

the first night of The Sentimental

W

music, Brown and Thompson would work

Bloke at the Comedy Theatre,

on the book, and all three would collaborate

Melbourne, on Monday,

on the lyrics. As an idea for a musical, the

4 November 1961, composer Albert Arlen

property was sound: it had achieved previous

knew he had a hit on his hands.

success as a book (1915), two movies, one
silent (1919) and one sound (1932)4, a radio

hen the curtain came down on

in Australia has been recognised in

this year’s Australia Day Honours.
For 30 years David edited and published
the influential monthly magazine Opera–
Opera (originally Opera Australia—see On

Stage, Summer 2008). As well as

They agreed that Arlen would write the

His belief that his musical version of the

contributing as associate editor, his wife,

success was vindicated. Not only did the show

which included Toni Lamond, Bill Newman

serial (1938)5, a stage adaptation (1922) and
a ballet (1952)6, which had been filmed by

play out its allotted six-week season, its run

and Jill Perryman. The audience of 50

the ABC for TV.

was extended to five months and it toured

included Sydney’s main theatre critics.1

beloved verse of C.J.Dennis would be a

Alison, researched and wrote three seminal
histories of Australian opera: Opera for the
Antipodes (1990), Civilising the Colonies (1999)
and Australia’s Operatic Phoenix (2005).

for another nine (making the producers

On behalf of all Theatre Heritage
Australia members, On Stage congratulates

Nothing happened. The option lapsed

J.C.Williamson’s very happy), but it would

and was not renewed, apparently because

At the time, its set of colourful characters

go on to become Arlen’s most successful

and colloquial language tapped into the
was widely popular.

OAM recipients Alison and David Gyger with Luciano Pavarotti, 1983. Image: Identity Studios,

show, and one of the most produced musicals

The Firm thought the show too similar to
My Fair Lady!2 To all intents and purposes

also recognised in the 2008 Honours:

Sydney, courtesy of David Gyger.

in the annals of Australian musical theatre.

the project was dead.

Officers in the General
Division

and for the tuition and mentoring of young

Dr Alison Gyger

and emerging artists.

David and Alison, and all the members of
the performing arts community who were

John Anthony Bell

ao obe,

Woollahra,

NSW, for service to the performing arts
nationally and internationally as an actor
and director, and as supporter of emerging
artists and educational programs.
Prof Richard Sydney Divall

ao obe,

Parkville, Victoria, for service to the
performing arts as a conductor, composer
and musicologist, and for support for the
preservation of Australia’s musical heritage
and for young performers.

Members in the General
Division
Geoffrey John Atherden

am,

Mosman,

But J.C.Williamson’s had taken some

Dr Adrian Charles Walter

am,

Jingili,

NT, for service to the arts, particularly in
the area of classical guitar performance and
composition, and the Darwin International
Guitar Festival.
John Bolton Wood

am,

Fairlight, NSW, for

service to the performing arts as an operatic
baritone, and the tuition and mentoring of
emerging young artists.

service to choral music, youth choirs, and
the promotion of Australian compositions.

Victoria, for service to the performing arts
through administrative roles with a range

Toorak,

of organisations.
Christopher Lloyd Bowen

news and entertainment, and as a mentor to

NSW, for service to choral music as a

aspiring presenters, readers and journalists.

composer, conductor and director, and to

Broadway,

oam,

Balmain,

music education.
Michael Colrain

industry as a performer, judge and mentor,

Tasmania, for service to the performing arts

and for support for charitable organisations.

as a musician and fundraiser.

am,

oam,

Mount Stuart,

A romance begins, but Bill’s jealousy of a

been going on for seven years.

together on an adaptation of C.J.Dennis’s

more sophisticated rival, the ‘Stror ’at Coot’,

poems. After two years and one long

throws a spanner in the works. Bill and

David Elliott Gyger

oam,

Sydney, NSW,

for service to the arts, particularly through
the publication of the journal Opera-Opera.
Dean Athol Hunt

oam,

Howrah,

First pitched to them in 1954, their initial
reaction was disinterest. Three years later

synopsis, Johnston withdrew because of

Doreen make up, he meets her mother,  and

they had a change of heart, took a two-year

other commitments.

they get married. Bill’s Uncle Jim turns

option on the piece and paid Arlen and his

Arlen and Brown, then living in

Tasmania, for service to music, particularly

co-authors, Nancy Brown (his wife) and

Canberra, approached career diplomat and

Cast of the original Canberra production,

brass and concert bands, and as a mentor

Lloyd Thompson, one pound. There followed

actor Lloyd Thompson, who was 20 years

March 1961, with Edwin Ride as Bill,

for young musicians.

a Sunday night reading at the Empire Theatre,

their junior, to see if he would be interested
in working with them. He was.3

Douglas Skinner as Ginger Mick and Nancy

oam,

Mentone,

Sydney, with the cast of The Pajama Game,

*

Brown as Rose.

Jenny McNae

oam,

Girrawheen, WA, for

service to the performing arts, particularly
theatre, as a director, actor and mentor.
Rebel Penfold-Russell

oam,

Bondi Beach,

NSW, for service to the community,
for the arts.
Vettah Tara Rajkumar

oam,

Dingley

Village, Victoria, for service to the

Dr Martin Milton Comte

oam,

and performer of classical Indian dance.
Christopher Alan Ross-Smith

oam,

Armidale, NSW, for service to the
Parkville,

Centennial Park, NSW, for service to the

Victoria, for service to music and arts

performing arts as an operatic accompanist,

education through teaching and administration.
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market and a friend arranges an introduction.

(My Brother Jack), and they decided to work

performing arts as a teacher, choreographer

NSW, for service to the entertainment

Sharolyn Margaret Kimmorley

when Arlen met novelist George Johnston

projects that never got off the ground, had

particularly through philanthropic support

NSW, for service as a pioneer in television

am,

in the show, redolent of so many other local

the publication of the journal Opera-Opera.

restorations and fundraising.

Chadstone, Victoria, for

advancement of writers for performance.

Marcia Elaine Hines

for service to the arts, particularly through

through organ performances, installations,

as a scriptwriter, and for support for the

Middle Cove,

boxer, sees his ideal girl, Doreen, at the

Noel Ancell

oam,

Bill (the Bloke), a larrikin Melbourne

Bloke into a musical took root in 1950,

Victoria, for service to music, particularly

oam,

The idea for turning The Sentimental

larrikin streak of the Australian psyche. It

convincing. Their on-again-off-again interest

Medals in the General
Division

Keith Paul Beecher

am,

Sydney, NSW,

David Matthew Johnston

NSW, for service to the television industry

Brian Weir Henderson

oam,

Dennis’ verse narrative The Songs of a
Sentimental Bloke was first published in 1915.

performing arts and the Armidale community.n
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up with an offer they swap city life for one

and ‘I Dips Me Lid’, ‘Mar’ was the source

up the rights. Again nothing happened—until,

working on the project), Hal Gye’s original

as Nancy in Oliver! which was playing

in the country, working his fruit farm. They
accept, and later begin a family.7

for ‘Poor Dear Pa’, and ‘The Mooch Of

Hunt expressed interest in reading it, and

a few months later, the Comedy Theatre,

iconic illustration for the book was used on

opposite at Her Majesty’s Theatre in

Life’ became ‘Life’s Wot Yer Make It.’ The

having done so, declared the book

Melbourne, suddenly became available for a

the program cover, and the dances were

Exhibition Street.

latter used many Dennis stanzas, including:

‘dreadful’. When J.C.Williamson’s option

six-week window—and the rest, as they say,

created by Betty Pounder.

and professional showcase went nowhere,

is history.

Dennis got the idea for ‘The Bloke’
when he was staying on a farm near
Melbourne. The owners had an attractive
daughter, and the farm labourer they had
employed fell hopelessly in love with her.
The parents didn’t take kindly to this, and
quashed the romance. Heartbroken, the
young man confided in Dennis.
‘But don’t they understand,’ he said. ‘I
love her.’
Dennis was so touched that he conceived
the idea of ‘The Bloke’, whom he modelled
on the boy. He set the action in inner-city

Life’s wot yer make it; an’ the
bloke ’oo tries

The Elizabethan Theatre Trust’s Hugh

the Arlens began to despair. During this

To grab the shinin’ stars from out
the skies
Goes crook on life, an’ calls the
world a cheat,

Like The Canberra Times, Tait and

Arlen was musical director and again

calls of Oliver! so she could appear on stage

period, they wrote another show, The Girl

McCallum were so impressed with Ride as

was altered between Canberra and

from the Snowy, which the Canberra Repertory

Bill that when it came time to cast the

Melbourne, but Dawn and Ward, using their

as one of the authors of The Sentimental
Bloke, when the first-night curtain fell.16

Society decided to mount in April 1960. The

professional production, they imported him

show was so successful that it broke house

from Canberra.

vaudeville-variety experience, enhanced
their comic roles to great effect.15

Melbourne, closing on 17 March 1962.

records. It inspired the Arlens to go it alone

He gained leave-of-absence from his

The authors also used ‘The Play’, in

and mount a season of The Sentimental Bloke

Canberra post, which was under- secretary

‘For my money it’s a great big rosy double

to Burma. Ride’s father was vice-chancellor
of Hong Kong University.12

header hit’ (Melbourne Sun News-Pictorial, 6

which Bill interprets Romeo and Juliet in the

with the same company at the Albert Hall,

argot of the street, in its entirety. Ultimately, it

Canberra, the following year.

‘I Dips Me Lid’ and ‘Intrajuiced’ captured

management allowed her to skip the curtain

played piano in the pit. None of the score

An’ tramples on the daisies at ’is feet.

became the hit of the show.

In an unprecedented move, the JCW

With Arlen on piano and Brown playing

The press was unanimous in their praise:

The show played five months in
During the season Patsy Hemingway
replaced Rosemary Butler as Doreen.
The first stop on the tour was Adelaide,

November 1961): ‘The Bloke’s alright—I dips

where the show opened at the Tivoli on

Rosemary Butler was cast as Doreen,

me lid to those who have been associated

20 March 1962. The press was just as

Rose, the show came through with flying

and Gloria Dawn, recently being brilliantly

in bringing to the stage this musical’ (The

enthusiastic as in Melbourne, with The News

Carlton, Melbourne, rather than the country,

the Bloke’s vernacular perfectly, ‘Piccalilli Lil’

colours as the headline in The Canberra

funny in Once Upon a Mattress, was Rose,

Weekly Times); ‘The Bloke is here to stay…

headlining its review, ‘This Bloke Real

to enable him to broaden his scope of
characters and situations.8

and ‘Sunday Arvo’ were fun numbers for

Times (8 March 1961) claimed: ‘Sentimental

with Frank Ward as Ginger Mick, her

Once again we salute The Bloke for its sheer

Bonza Show,’ and The Advertiser, ‘The Bloke

Rose and the company, and ‘My Sentimental

Bloke Captivates Audience.’ They called it

sidekick in the comedy stakes, along with

irrepressible vitality’ (The Age, 6 November

a Winner’. The latter also said the show ‘has

In musicalising the property, Arlen

Bloke’ was a sweet ballad for Doreen.

‘an outstandingly successful piece of sheer

Alton Harvey (Mr Smithers, The Stror ’at

1961); ‘This Bloke is fair dinkum—As a

several numbers that could well set people

purposely wrote the score in the musical

When the Arlens’ original pitch to

entertainment, quite brilliantly funny’, and

Coot), Robina Beard (Mabel), Judith Roberts

piece made in Australia it is probably the

doing what they have not done in a long

style of 1913 when syncopation was

J.C.Williamson’s met with indifference in

beginning to be heard in popular music.9

said: ‘Albert Arlen’s music had the lift and

(Gertie), Maggie Gray (Sal), Jean Battye

best yet in its class’ (Listener In-TV); Geoffrey

while—whistling in the street and at work’.

1954, they sold their piano to finance a trip

the sentimental quality which unified the

(Ma) and Robert Levis (Uncle Percy).

Hutton in The Age also praised Brown and

They also claimed the top acting

The lyrics and book used material from

to London to try to interest producers

play.’ They thought Bill [Edwin] Ride was

Veterans Letty Craydon and Lulla Fanning

Thompson’s book, saying, ‘they have

went to Ward and Dawn: ‘They won the

Songs of a Sentimental Bloke and The Moods of

there. They pitched it to the George Black

perfect as The Bloke (Bill), and Douglas

rounded out a top-flight cast.

treated Dennis with the respect due to a

hearts of the audience and held the show

Ginger Mick. The musical basically followed

management, the Tom Arnold office, Jack

Skinner as Ginger Mick and Nancy Brown

genuine piece of folk art’. Of the actors, he

together.’ Adelaide-born Rosemary Butler

the story of Bill and Doreen’s courtship

Waller, Hugh Beaumont (Tennant’s) and

as Rose ‘shone with life’.

for the Stror ’at Coot, after he saw him stop

said Edwin Ride was ‘poised and vocally

returned to play the role of Doreen in her

through to their marriage, with excursions

Vida Hope.

the show as Mr Applegate in Damn
Yankees.13

rich’, Frank Ward’s Ginger Mick was

hometown. The show played three weeks,

‘sprightly and endearing’, and Gloria

closing on 14 April 1962.

to the theatre and the Melbourne Cup.

They liked the adaptation, and loved

Beaumont thought it was gibberish, the

‘The Play’.

Harvey had always been Arlen’s choice

Ginger Mick, Bill’s mate, still sold rabbits,

Arnold management wanted to change the

and a lot of the action was set around the

setting from Melbourne to London, and the

in town, the production had no trouble in

the show, but tragically went into a diabetes-

‘richly funny as we

pickle factory where Doreen and Rose

Melbourne Cup to the Derby. Only Hope

selling out its short season, which meant

liked it. Arlen’s London publisher,

that when Sir Frank Tait and John

induced coma the day before rehearsals
were due to start, and died.14

expected her to be’.

worked. Mr Smithers (the Stror ’at Coot)
became the manager of the pickle factory.

Ascherberg’s, thought it was well-written

McCallum came to the last performance,
they had to sit on stand-by chairs.11

Dennis’ original verse ‘A Spring Song’
was the inspiration for the song ‘Springtime
Craze’, ‘The Intro’ provided ‘Intrajuiced’

but had no appeal for an English audience.
Disillusioned, the Arlens returned home
to Australia.10

With a glowing notice from the only paper

William Rees was contracted to direct

Sentimental Bloke’s

Sets and costumes were designed by

November opening at

Cedric Flower (he had originally designed

the Comedy Theatre,

they saw, but were still cautious about picking

them in 1951 when the Arlens first started

Brown was appearing

Robina Beard (Mabel), Alton Harvey (Stror ‘at Coot), Judith Roberts

The cast enjoy ‘Sunday Arvo’ at St Kilda Beach, Comedy Theatre,

the professional première, Comedy Theatre, Melbourne, November 1961.

(Gertie) at the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne, November 1961.

Melbourne, November 1961.

Summer 2009

Alton Harvey as Bill in the 1964 touring production.

At the time of The

John Young replaced him.

They were pleasantly surprised by what
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Dawn’s Rose was

Gloria Dawn (Rose), Edwin Ride (Bill) and Frank Ward (Ginger Mick) in
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Brisbane followed, with even more

The Queensland dates were Toowoomba,

Recorded on 12 December 1975, it was

‘almost steals the show’ and Shirley

Lisa Thompson as Rose and Noel Mitchell

laudatory reviews. ‘Bloke—fair Dinkum—

Broadway (who had replaced Gloria Dawn

as the Stror ’at Coot. The Pickle Factory

Charleville, Gympie, Gladstone, Nambour,

not telecast until 17 July 1976. All the cast

big thumbs down from Jill Sykes in The

Brisbane last night showed that the Sentimental

as Rose), ‘shared the comedy honours’.

Girls included Carole Walker (Mabel),

Barcaldine, Kingaroy, Warwick, Pittsworth,

delivered their musical numbers live except

Sydney Morning Herald (11 May 1985), who

Bloke is still their kind of cove’ (Sunday Mail,

Musical accompaniment was restricted to

Cheryl Morgan (Gertie) and Barbara

Mitchell, Tambo, Blackhall, Longreach, Charters

Graeme Blundell who pre-recorded his and

called it ‘forgettable’, and ‘a mindless

22 March 1962), ‘The Bloke is a beaut show—

piano, played by Arlen, and percussion.

Callick (Sal); the Pickle Factory Men, Tony

Towers, Claremont, Emerald, Proserpine,

mimed. Critical reaction was mixed, but

interruption of banality or frivolity, according

Enough to make any dinkum Australian burst

The production then went down the

Bonner and Paul Maloney, doubled as stage

Townsville, Rockhampton, Maryborough,

film historian Eric Reade, writing in History

to your taste’.

Mackay, Bundaberg, Scarborough and
Roma, where it played two nights.18

and Heartburn, called it ‘superb’. He thought

with pride and laughter’ (Telegraph) and ‘I

country, playing the major cities and

manager and assistant stage manager.

liked The Sentimental Bloke. I have seldom

provincial towns. According to Carole

Choreography was by Barry Collins

heard an audience receive a show with such

Walker (On Stage, Summer 2007), the

(Charlie Skewes), based on Betty Pounder’s

affection’ (Courier Mail).

show was not a success in New Zealand.

original, and Kath McGrath was musical

Mitchell, in South Western Queensland.

Williamson’s blamed it on a scandal that

director and pianist.

After the performance cakes and sandwiches

The production followed My Fair Lady
into Her Majesty’s, where it opened on

erupted when it was discovered the two

21 April 1962. Dawn and Ward again stole

leads, Ride and Hemingway, were having

the notices with The Sunday Mail claiming

an affair. (Ride was married with a wife back

them ‘the show’s scene-stealers’. Patsy

home in Canberra.)

Hemingway was back in the role of Doreen

hold of the story and

eight weeks, closing on 16 June 1962.

it followed the show

Next stop was Sydney, which was always
going to be a hard town to conquer.
While The Sydney Morning Herald liked

Nevertheless, the Australian Ballet took

Blundell ‘turned in a mighty performance’,

the piece to the Soviet Union on their 1988

Hannan was a ‘pleasant surprise’ and
overall it was ‘good entertainment’.20

tour where it played the Kirov Theatre (now
the Maryinsky Theatre), Leningrad (now St

Graeme Blundell later wrote his own

Petersburg), Moscow and Odessa. It had

were always provided by the Arts Council

version of the Dennis original, with music by

later Australian revivals in 1995 and 2001

Island Bend, Cooma, in the Snowy Mountains,

ladies, and during the supper one lady

George Dreyfus. The Melbourne Theatre

and is described by the Australian Ballet’s

in April 1964, and then continued to Bega

approached him and said, ‘Oh, we did

Company production premièred at the Arts

artistic director, David McAlister, as ‘One of

enjoy the show so much; if it was on

Centre Playhouse on 12 December 1985,

the jewels in our crown’. The Sentimental Bloke

tomorrow night we’d see it again.’ Harvey

but even though it managed to secure

remains in the AB’s repertoire 24 years since

asked her if she had come far.

productions in Darwin (1987) and Brisbane

its première.

The one-night-stand tour opened at

The papers got

for the Brisbane season, which played a healthy

Alton Harvey remembers the date in

Mirror, 14 May 1985); but there was a very

‘No,’ she replied, ’only 180 miles—we didn’t

wherever it went.

mind that, but the gates are a bit of a
problem.’19

Although the
management placed

In 1976 the ABC produced a TV version

(1988), the Arlen–Brown–Thompson version
is still the preferred musical adaptation.
Next major event in the show’s history

Following the initial production, the show
became a staple on the amateur circuit, and
has been produced consistently to this day.

was John Lanchbery’s arrangement of Arlen’s

It was chosen to open the Parramatta

score into a ballet for the Australian Ballet.

Bicentennial Cultural Centre, in a joint

aspects of the production, décor and

the blame on the

of the musical featuring Graeme Blundell

choreography, they carped that Arlen’s

scandal for the

(Bill), Geraldine Turner (Doreen), Ginger

tunes were ‘bland rather than striking, stale

loss, Walker

Mick ( Jimmy Hannan), Nancye Hayes

Theatre, Sydney Opera House, Robert Ray’s

1988. Grant Dodwell was Bill, and June

at their worst, reminiscently nostalgic at

believed it was more

(Rose) and Jon Finlayson (Stror ’at Coot).

choreographic adaptation of the musical

Bronhill, in one of her last musical theatre

their best’. Ride, they said, had ‘mechanical

due to New

Michael Shrimpton was producer, with Alan

play, with design by Kenneth Rowell, was

appearances, played Ma.

elements in his acting’, Ward sounded more

Zealanders’

An original cast recording was made of

English than Australian, Patsy Hemingway’s

antipathy to

the show at one of the last performances of

soprano had an ‘unsympathetic glare’, and

anything
Australian.17

the Melbourne season, when Patsy Hemingway

Harvey’s Stror ’at Coot was ‘so fantasticated

Premièring on 5 May 1985 in the Opera

production with Q Theatre, on 12 March

was playing Doreen. It was recorded with

as to strain the conventions of the piece’.

one microphone in the pit of the Comedy

They reserved their unqualified approval for

Theatre, released on the Talent City label

Dawn who they said ‘more than any other

(TC003) and later reissued by the World

performer keeps the evening aglow. It is

Record Club (WRC 5/4371). It contained

true that her acting sometimes moves too far

the Overture and ‘Springtime Morning’

in the direction of vaudeville or variety, but

ballet, ‘Rabbit-Oh’, ‘Piccalilli Lil’,

there is such an audible leer in everything she

‘Springtime Craze’, ‘Intrajuiced’, ‘I Dips Me

says and so much dying-duck-in-a-thunderstorm

Lid’, ‘Sunday Arvo’, ‘I’m A Cove With

humour in what she does, that her performance

Wimmin’, ‘My Sentimental Bloke’, ‘For Me

is hugely enjoyable’.

Sheila And Me’, ‘Little Birds In Their Nest’,

The show opened at the Theatre Royal

‘Workin’ For The Boss’, ‘Cup Day In Melbourne’, ‘I’ve

on 20 June 1962, and closed four months

Backed The Winner Of The Cup’, ‘’Er Poor

later, on 10 October.
After Sydney the show started its New

Dear Pa’, ‘Life’s Wot Yer Make It’ and
Top: Graeme Blundell and Geraldine Turner as the Bloke and Doreen in the ABC–TV version,

The Bloke as ballet. Mar weeps as the Bloke and Doreen are hitched. From left: Laurel Martyn

‘Happy Is The Bride’. Talent City also released

Zealand tour. The first Australian musical to

recorded 19 December 1975 and broadcast 17 July 1976.

as Mar, Justine Miles as Rose; Lisa Pavane as Doreen, Greg Horsman as Bill and Mark Annear as

play New Zealand, it opened in Auckland on

The cast of the 1964 touring production with Colleen Coventry (Doreen), Leonard Lee

Ginger Mick; State Theatre, Melbourne, 1985. Picture: Walter Stringer.

Edwin Ride’s ‘The Play’ (Romeo and Juliet),
on an EP (TV021).21 In 1971 the ABC

3 November 1962 and played for 20

(Ginger Mick), Lisa Thompson (Rose) and Alton Harvey (Bill).

recorded a studio cast album of the score

performances before closing on 20 November

Burke directing and writing the teleplay.

praised by some and dismissed by others.

with Jill Perryman (Rose), Neil Williams

1962. The New Zealand Herald called it ‘A

Two years later, the Arts Council of

and Nowra. Other NSW dates included

Musical director was Brian May fronting the

The approvals were: ‘The Bloke is a must

(Bill), Jimmy Hannan (Ginger Mick), Janet

sure winner… refreshingly different, fast

Australia and J.C.Williamson’s combined to

Griffith, Parkes, Dubbo, Wagga Wagga,

ABC Melbourne Show Band, and

for everyone, ballet fans or not,’ (The Daily

Crawford (Doreen) and Bobby Bright

moving and often riotously funny’. Ride was

present a hugely successful bus-and-truck

Albury, Glen Innes, Armidale, Grafton,

choreography was by Joe Latona with the

Telegraph, 10 May 1985); ‘Robert Ray’s

(Stror ’at Coot), with the Augmented ABC

said to have a ‘charm of manner and a

tour of New South Wales and Queensland,

Lismore, Newcastle, Kempsey, Goulburn,

Joe Latona Dancers. To bring the show

choreography to Albert Arlen’s music has

Melbourne Dance Band and Chorus

humanity that makes Dennis’s larrikin a

playing 49 regional towns. Heading the cast

Mudgee, Moree, Orange, Bathurst, Warren,

down to 90 minutes, Burke eliminated the

crowd-pleasing charm’, (Sunday Telegraph, 12

conducted by Frank Thorne. It is not as

very likeable “bloke”’, Hemingway was

was Alton Harvey as Bill, Colleen Coventry

Maitland, Stanthorpe, Coonabarabran,

excursion to the theatre and the Melbourne

May 1985); ‘Cries of delight from the

complete as the original cast LP, dropping*

called an ‘engaging young actress’, Ward

as Doreen, Leonard Lee as Ginger Mick,

Wellington and Nyngan.

Cup sequences.

besequinned first-night audience,’ (Daily
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‘Workin’ For The Boss’, ‘Cup Day In
Melbourne’ and ‘Happy Is The Bride’.22
The ballet version of the score was
recorded and released on ABC 456-6842 in
1998. The ABC also recorded a selection of

In the next edition of On Stage, Peter Pinne

13. Ibid

on his album Yesterday and Now (Philips

will chronicle the life and work of Albert

14. Ibid

532714-2/1996).

Arlen and Nancy Brown.

15. Carole Walker Remembers The Bloke, On

In 1961 Chappell & Co. published two

songs from the score with Brian May and

single music sheets, ‘My Sentimental Bloke’

the ABC Melbourne Show Band and

and ‘I Dips Me Lid’ plus a piano selection

Chorus on their Australian Musicals Now LP

(with lyrics), which included ‘I’m A Cove

(RCA CAMS–173 (1971). The arrangement

With Wimmin’, ‘I Dips Me Lid’, ‘Sunday

was by Ivan Hutchinson who also

Arvo’, ‘Life’s Wot Yer Make It’, ‘The

conducted the orchestra on that track. The

Winner Of The Cup’, ‘Rabbit-Oh’ and ‘My

selections included ‘Life’s Wot Yer Make It’,

Sentimental Bloke’.

‘I Dips Me Lid’ and ‘My Sentimental
Bloke’. Two songs were featured in the
ABC–TV program Once in a Blue Moon–A
Celebration of Australian Musicals, and were

12. Alton Harvey, ibid

David Campbell also included ‘I Dips
Me Lid’ in an Australian Musicals Medley

The playscript was published by Angus
& Robertson in 1977, co-funded by the
authors.23
The J.C.Williamson contract called for

released on CD (ABC 5223902/1994).

the authors to receive seven per cent of the

Robyn Archer sang ‘Sunday Arvo’ and

gross box office receipts. In the first 13

Michael Cormack performed ‘I Dips Me Lid’.

months the royalties amounted to over £1
million ($2 million).24

Stage, Summer 2007.
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cinemas’ on weekends and public holidays.
But what if the businesspeople want the

Australia: Melbourne

theatre is a force to be reckoned with and I

jugglers, the colour and movement, all

State of the Union

am looking forward both to leading and to

coupled together with ideas of the circus as

being led by this generation of culture

a place of mystery and imagination, real life

makers.

drama or inherent mayhem.

will provide significant and equitable access

The Lyric will reopen on 19 March with

grand foyer will be retained, some structural

to arts and cultural activities for all visitors,’

the première of Chicago, a Skyline Productions

reports suggest it may not survive demolition

Mr Welford said.

presentation starring Caroline O’Connor,

of the rest of the theatre.

Tom Gutteridge is returning to Melbourne
as artistic director of Melbourne University
Student Union’s Union House Theatre.
Gutteridge replaces Susie Dee, who has
held the post for five years.
A former Melbourne University and
VCA graduate, Gutteridge has more than
20 years’ experience in the performing arts
as a director, actor, dramaturge, composer,
devisor and teacher. For the past four years
he’s been artistic director of Black Swan
Theatre Company, Perth.
Gutteridge says he’s excited about his
new role. ‘Melbourne University student

of public amenities requires complex

Theatre will remain open throughout the

already has two boutique cinemas.

engineering solutions. The refurbishment

refurbishment period.

There are also concerns that, while the

‘We have aimed for more than just a

working through collaboration and being

simplistic selection of circus images. The

open to the new and unexpected so I’m

exhibition aims to offer intellectual access

keen to welcome students from all

for a broad range of audiences from children

Lyric Theatre are being regraded for better

backgrounds to Union House Theatre. My

to adults, from circus lovers to art lovers. The

sightlines and acoustics.

belief is that the process of making good

new residency works by leading Australian

theatre is always rigorous and challenging,

artists, together with historic works from

colour schemes, featuring gold in the Hall

Dream turns sour

theatre means that shows like Billy Elliot

but also totally fun. And,’ he adds, ‘students

public and private collections, provide an

and rich brown in the Lyric Theatre. A

Fears are mounting about the fate of what’s

and Wicked! will never make the trek north.

are better than anyone at doing those things

exploration of how both traditional and

striking new central staircase is designed to

left of Brisbane’s once-mighty Regent

at the same time.’

contemporary art represent circus on a

improve access. The existing Concert Hall

Theatre (see On Stage, Spring 2008).

psychological and symbolic level, as well as

and Lyric Theatre lifts will be upgraded and

Initially Premier Anna Bligh’s deal with

the changing attitudes toward circus itself.’

a new central glass lift will service to all levels.

Multiplex seemed like a good outcome, but

Suncorp Theatre, the Metro, the Paris, the

Wheelchair access will be greatly enhanced.

the tower will still be built and what’s left of

Forum, the Wintergarden and the

the old picture palace will be buried inside it.

Cloudland Ballroom.

Australia: Albury
Circus on show
a ‘Visions of Australia’ exhibition now on a
national tour.
A joint project of the Albury Art Gallery
and the Flying Fruit Fly Circus, the exhibition
features pieces from the Albury City collection,
works commissioned from contemporary
artists, and artworks drawn from state, regional,
commercial and private collections.

Following its Albury Art Gallery première,
Step Right Up—The Circus in Australian Art will

Floors of both the Concert Hall and the

They will have new seating and new

This work is scheduled for completion

Sharon Millerchip, Craig McLachlan and
Gina Riley.

Australia: Brisbane

very successful 1500–2000-seat live venue.
The city’s lack of a large live commercial

The Regent is the last of its kind in
Brisbane. Over the last 25 years the city has
lost Her Majesty’s, Festival Hall, the

tour to Melbourne (at the Arts Centre, Gallery One,

in March. Other improvements, including a

The venue will house the headquarters

21 February to 31 May), Mornington, Bathurst,

refurbishment of the Cascade Court, will be

of the Brisbane International Film Festival

historic theatre to be restored to something

Tweed Heads, Mosman, Windsor, Brisbane,

finished by the end of May.

but won’t offer enough screening space for

like its original glory-especially if it can be a

Port Pirie, Darwin and Bunbury.

Australia: Brisbane

viable business proposition as well.

nights, or for other big

Cambodia: Phnom Penh

premières. In other words, it’s

New look for QPAC

just a bunch of offices.
It also appears that the

Work is proceeding on a $34m revamp of

holds enormous scope,’ Curator Rita

Centre. Arts Minister Rod Welford said the

600-seat venues are not to be

Lazauskas says, ‘and many artists in Australia

refurbishment was much more than a facelift.

dedicated cinemas, but
conference or meeting spaces

‘When QPAC was built, disability access

physical achievement, endurance and discipline,

standards were only being developed and the

the grace of the aerialists, the dexterity of

building was constructed with multiple

ON STAGE

Regrading the stalls floor in the Lyric Theatre.

Summer 2009

There must be a place for just one

its opening and closing

proposed 300-seat and two

and abroad have explored the theme—the

Regent supporters say the Regent—like
its Melbourne namesake—could become a

the 23-year-old Queensland Performing Arts

‘As a subject for the visual arts, circus

Page 10

venues on the weekend? And Brisbane

‘Theatre is about making connections,

Step Right Up—The Circus in Australian Art is

Union man Tom Gutteridge

equitable seating and convenient location

consultant. The Playhouse and Cremorne

and will only be available to
the public as ‘boutique



Monks knock the rock
Cambodian monks have persuaded
authorities to ban the country’s first rock
opera, saying it insults Buddhism. The show
features actors dressed as clergy who break
into song and dance.
Where Elephants Weep is a modern take
on a traditional Cambodian love story. It *

Page 11

merges pop and rock music with traditional

event: ‘A play helps to get important

hold further talks on reforming opera

UK: Birmingham

It now presents stand-up

Cambodian tunes, and tells the story a

messages out to the audience through

finances, with tax breaks for private

comedy, and the popularity of Mud House

sponsors and investors. ‘The situation,’ he

Up yer beanstalk, Jack

comedy, music, variety, a

Cambodian-American man who returns
after the demise of the Khmer Rouge

definitely got people out to see the show.’

added, ‘has never been more worrying.’

is a monk, he falls into a doomed love affair

Italy: Rome

Bologna, home of the Teatro Communale

with a pop singer.

regime to reconnect with his roots. While he

And Sergio Cofferati, the Mayor of

La commedia è finita?

opera house, said that in comparison with

It played in Phnom Penh from late

Further to our report in On Stage, Spring

Italy’s opera houses, ‘the bankrupt airline

November through to early December.

2008, Italian music lovers fear that the fat

Alitalia was a flourishing business’.

When the show was aired by a local

lady is warming up in earnest, and that this

traditional Christmas panto

Petty local Health and Safety Regulations

and, still, for seven weekends

have turned ‘putting on a show’ into a farce

a year, The Good Old Days is

of major proportions.

reprised complete with

Brierley Hill Musical Theatre Company

chairman and optional

in the West Midlands made headlines when

19th century dress.

it was revealed that its production of Dick

Link: www.cityvarieties.

Whittington was being threatened by bureaucracy.

co.uk

Company chairman Graham Smith

television station, the Supreme Sangha

time it may be curtains for many of the

UK: London

Council of Buddhist Monks objected to

opera houses of Italy.

Victoria victorious

chaperone for every 12 children under 16

A long-running dispute between the Victoria

performing in the show, and they must be

UK: High
Wycombe

escorted to and from the stage.

Get me to the panto

complained: ‘We now have to have one

many scenes, including one in which the

The roll call of threatened famous

actor ‘left the monkhood and slept with a

musical institutions includes La Scala, the

woman, but a moment later he put the robe

Palace Theatre and London Underground

Rome Opera, the San Carlo in Naples, the

back on to be a monk again…’.

over a proposed redevelopment scheme of

Teatro Massimo in Palermo, the Verona

Victoria Station has finally come to an end,

members don’t enter the props storage area

Former topless model

Arena, La Fenice in Venice and Genoa’s

after an 11th hour agreement.

in case they get tangled up or struck by

Linda Lusardi (below)

The Council claimed that, ‘Some scenes
in the story insult Buddhism and oppress
Cambodian Buddhist monks, causing more

Carlo Felice.
La Scala has been going through

The famous theatre—backed by the

objects, and we must inform the audience

dialled 999 when heavy

Theatres Trust—claimed the project, which

before the performance if we’re going to

traffic threatened to make

use pyrotechnics.

her late for a pantomime

than 50 000 monks to lose their honour,

particularly hard times since it reopened in

value and to express frustration.’

will see the Underground station gain a

2004 following a three-year renovation.

new ticketing hall, escalators and a tunnel,

Religions minister Min Khin duly stepped
in and the repeat broadcast was banned
Where Elephants Weep had a successful
US preview last year. After its run ends in
Cambodia, it is expected to tour South
Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan,
before returning to the United States.

Iraq: Baghdad

The Verona Arena was taken over by a

would cause major noise disruption and

be officially listed, and once the performance

Wicked Queen in Snow

vibrations within the auditorium. They also

is over, we must board the orchestra pit over

White and the Seven Dwarfs.

summer after similar moves in Naples

feared that it would hamper the venue’s

as soon as possible to stop people falling in.

and Genoa.

own proposed expansion scheme. The

It’s an extremely large amount of work for

theatre is currently hosting the hit musical

us to handle.

Now, after a crisis meeting with Culture
Minister Sandro Bondi, the heads of Italy’s
14 opera houses have rung the alarm bells.
One director has even proposed that the
houses ‘optimise their resources’ by each
staging one new production a year and

With security improving throughout Iraq,

rotating it among themselves.
The Berlusconi Government is struggling

Billy Elliot.

‘It’s difficult enough getting the

Owner, Stephen Waley-Cohen, said the
two parties reached an agreement on the day
the investigation was due to get under way.
He told The Stage magazine: ‘They are
not going to do construction during
performance hours and they are

to reappear, reports showbiz magazine Variety.

with a huge public deficit and the global credit

undertaking to use techniques which they

The National Theatre in Baghdad led

crunch. State funding for the performing arts

don’t believe will cause disturbance.’

the way in October when it staged a series
of evening performances for the first time
since the US-led invasion of 2003. The play

is due to drop from €560m ($A1101m) in

2008 to €379m ($A745m) in the 2009 budget.
The government blames the opera houses

Waley-Cohen added that the theatre’s

rehearsals, costumes and scenery organised
without all this red tape on top,’ Smith added.
‘The number of forms we have to fill in is a
nightmare. It’s health and safety gone bananas.’
Smith also has to ensure that all scenery
is free from sharp edges, that the interval ice
cream is stored at -18ºC, and that the milk
for the cast’s tea is kept at less than 8ºC.
Smith recalls that when his group staged

modernisation scheme will still go ahead,

Jack and the Beanstalk, the hero was not

but ‘…work will only start once London

allowed climb more than 1.22m up the 9m

was Ali Hussein’s biting satire Bring the King,

themselves, which it says are overstaffed,

Underground’s project is completed, which

beanstalk unless he wore a harness. ‘We

Bring Him.

inefficiently run and plagued by strikes

could be in 2016’.

scrapped the whole idea,’ he says, ‘and he

Because violence is still a real possibility,

An estimated 70 per cent of their

Waley-Cohen has appointed Arts Team

to the theatre on foot, and police closed off

5000 employees. Last year strikes forced the

the depth of the stage, utilising a six metre

UK: Leeds

roads near the venue.

cancellation of performances of La Bohème,

strip of vacant land at back of the building,

conducted by the brilliant young

and the installation of lifts on the right

Remember the good old days?

city of Kut, where another satirical piece was

Venezuelan Gustavo Dudamel, and of John

hand side of the building to improve front-

staged in December. Some 500 people turned

Neumeier’s staging and choreography of La

of-house accessibility.

out for each of the three performances of Mud

Dame aux Camélias.
A performance of Verdi’s Requiem had

explained: ‘The Victoria Palace stage is

sitcom of the same name. The play highlighted

to be cancelled when La Scala’s 800

quite small and restrictive in terms of what

the importance of voting in elections and the

workers, including 135 musicians and 107

musicals it can accommodate.

effects of administrative corruption—always

chorus, walked out in a row over pay and

a favourite theme with Iraqi audiences.

contracts.

Said US military official Staff-Sergeant
Melissa Powell, who helped organise the
Page 12

Rome Opera superintendent Francesco

‘We would be looking to make a larger
stage, with a larger fly tower for a bigger
scale of musical.’

Leeds City Varieties, a precious survivor of
the golden age of British music hall, has
been awarded £2.7m ($A5.71m) from the
Heritage Lottery Fund that will be put
towards a major refurbishment of the Grade
II-listed venue.
The money will make up some of the
£9.2m ($A19.44m) needed for restoration
work to the building, including redecorating
the auditorium and the construction of new

Ernani said that Mr Bondi had offered to

dressing room facilities.
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feared missing the opening
curtain of the matinée at

Leeds City Varieties, part of Leeds
Grand Theatre and Opera House Ltd, had
claimed Heritage funding of £3m ($A6.34m)
towards the cost of the building works.

the Swan Theatre at High Wycombe in
Buckinghamshire.
Instead of waiting patiently, the 50-yearold former Page Three tabloid glamour

General manager Peter Sandeman said

queen and star of Emmerdale and The Bill,

the small shortfall meant the venue, which

called 999, asking for permission to drive

had set its own target of £1m ($A2.11)

down the hard shoulder and bypass the

towards the cost of the project, would have

queue of stationary vehicles.

to raise a little bit more than expected.
Sandeman said the refurbishment will
close the venue for 18 months following a

A Hertfordshire Police spokeswoman
said: ‘Obviously, we declined. That number
is for emergencies only. There hadn’t

*

performance by Ken Dodd on 17 January.
‘There’ll be changes to front of house areas

Sandeman. ‘The auditorium’s ceilings and

at RHWL to draw up plans for extending

House, which featured actors from an Iraqi

The glorious City Varieties, Leeds

and the backstage dressing room block will be

expenditure goes into staff costs for their

Arts Team director Suzie Bridges

When Lusardi’s car
hit jams on the M25 she

just gazed up at it instead.’

theatregoers were forced to make their way

There was similar security in the western

performance as the

‘All users of curtains and drapes have to

government-appointed administrator last

New shows are hits
once-ubiquitous theatre groups are starting

on time

‘We also have to ensure that cast

demolished internally and rebuilt,’ says
plasterwork will be repainted and we’ll restore
windows that have been bricked up for years.’
Last year, Leeds City Council bought
the pub below the venue, and this will now
become the theatre’s main bar.
The master plan includes archival
displays of posters and photos of artists who
have appeared at the venue, such as Harry
Houdini and Charlie Chaplin.
For many years Leeds City Varieties was
the home of BBC–TV’s longest-running
variety series, The Good Old Days (1953–1983).
Page 13

been an accident, it was just heavy traffic. If
 someone was very ill or very pregnant we
might be able to facilitate something, but
clearly getting to a pantomime doesn’t
constitute that.’
The show’s manager, Richard Linford,
told the Daily Mail: ‘Miss Lusardi has no
comment to make. But I can say everybody’s
human and we don’t all run like robots.’
The show started 35 minutes late, but
from all reports the capacity audience of
1000 loved it—especially the cast’s ad libs at
Ms Lusardi’s expense.

USA: San Jose
Final curtains
The American Musical Theater of San Jose
has filed for Chapter–7 bankruptcy.
A company spokesperson said the
decision was prompted by the collapse of a
touring production of Disney’s Tarzan which
the company was producing in conjunction
with theatres in Atlanta and Dallas. Tarzan
was due to open in San Jose in February
2009, but Atlanta’s Theater of the Stars
pulled the plug and left AMT with little
option but to bring down the curtain.

The AMT has survived since 1935, when

recording, on which he can be heard in the

it was founded as the San Jose Civic Light

role of Lord Mountararat. The last that had

Opera Association, though in 2006 it received

been heard of Eric was that he had

a $US1m ($A1.51m) bail-out from San Jose city

attended the inaugural Marathon Gilbert &

council. And there is similarly bleak news

Sullivan Singfest in Sydney in 2001, after

from Baltimore, where the Baltimore Opera

which ‘the trail had gone cold’.

Company has filed for Chapter–11 bankruptcy.

Alas, I was unable to help Chris. Nor
could Frank Wilson, of whom I subsequently

According to Baltimore Business Journal
this is the result of diminishing revenue and

enquired if he had kept in contact with Eric

looming debt.

following the 1958–59 Sydney season of

The company owes more than $US1.2m

Indeed, if any readers of On Stage do

($A1.82m) and has less than $US50 000
($A76 000) in assets.

Lola Montez.

n

know of the current whereabouts of Eric
Thornton (or whether he has since
‘shuffled off this mortal coil’), I would still

An encore for Eric

the operas), Adelaide-born bass Richard

May I take this opportunity to say how much

With reference to Barry Badham’s letter

Watson, tenor Terence O’Donoghue (whose

I have enjoyed/am enjoying Peter Pinne’s

published in the Spring 2008 edition of On

series ‘It Didn’t Always Close on Saturday

Stage: as Barry states, Eric Thornton (the

show-biz), principal comedian Grahame

Night’ in On Stage.

erstwhile Daniel of Lola Montez) was indeed

Clifford (who played the ‘patter’ roles with

I shifted here to South Australia 10 years

son, Rory, is not unknown in Australian

Nanette in 1947 and White Horse Inn in 1953.
I thought he was a great performer.
I remember on one occasion he had a
scene in front of the curtain with a female
partner and he was so funny that his partner
could not stop giggling.
The female lead in No, No, Nanette was
Pat Keating. She was very good, but I never
heard of her afterwards. Does anyone know
anything about her?
- Barry Badham,
Kincumber, NSW

Was Who in the D’Oyly Carte Opera
Company’ may be found on the Internet at
http://math. boisestate.edu/gas/
whowaswho/index.htm
- Robert Morrison,
East Doncaster, Victoria

The Royal treatment
Further to Ralph Marsden’s wonderful series
on the Theatre Royal, I thought readers might
be interested in this reference I recently
found in The Leader of 22 December 1877:

chorus member Brian Crossley (who

lead baritone roles from 1950 until 1952.

understudied Clifford, as he had Martyn Green

Words on music

wanted. The seats in the dress circle have

during his tenure with the D’Oyly Carte).

In response to recent letters (Peter Pinne,

been re-covered, the ceiling has been freshly

Eric was so impressed with Australia
that, as his Lola Montez theatre program

Adelaide for those years’ Arts Festivals that

biography noted, after finalising his business

I actually saw some of their works here.

and personal commitments in England

Keep up your excellent writings in On
Stage—it is most appreciated and enjoyed.
- Laurie Gellon,
Mount Barker, South Australia

Revisiting Reedy River
Many thanks for your excellent articles
dealing with New Theatre productions,
particularly Reedy River. I was only too
happy to assist in the small way that I did.
Peter Pinne writes very well indeed, and
correlated the material from all states very
neatly and succinctly.
I was pleased to learn some of the

Winter 2008 and Barry Badham, Spring
2008) that lamented the absence of a book
about musical theatre in Australia, I would
like to say that I have recently completed
such a work. My manuscript has been

the intention to settle here. Nor was he

professionally assessed, deemed worthy of

alone in that regard, as all but one of the

publication, and is currently being

remaining Savoyards in the company also

considered by a publisher.
With a working title of Broadway

being Grahame Clifford, who settled in New

Down Under it deals with the period from

Zealand instead. Of the others, Richard

the outbreak of WWII until the present. I

Walker may still be remembered as the

deal with all aspects of the genre—

original Alfred Doolittle in the 1959

commercial and subsidised, with emphasis

Melbourne première of My Fair Lady (in

on the acceptance of both the Australian

which Helen Roberts also appeared as Mrs

performer and the Australian musical. I have

Eynsford-Hill), and as Senex in the 1964

endeavoured to record every professional,

season of A Funny Thing Happened on The

and some noted amateur, productions from

Way to The Forum, while Richard Watson

that period-approximately 1800 of them.

details about Dick Diamond and Chris

Eric Thornton as Captain Corcoran

played Mr Bumble in the original 1961

At just under 200 000 words it is not a

Kempster. I remember a meeting with

in HMS Pinafore.

Melbourne premiere of Oliver!.

slight work.

In 2002, just prior to the re-issue of the

Chris’s mother when she visited Brisbane

As worthy as undertakings such as

1951 D’Oyly Carte Opera Company

this are, It must be understood that they

tour Australia and New Zealand with the

recording of Iolanthe on Chris Webster’s

are expensive to produce and promote,

J.C.Williamson Gilbert and Sullivan Opera

Sounds On CD label (which utilised the

and the market for them is relatively small.

Company in 1956-58, playing his accustomed

original Decca master tapes), I received an

I keep my fingers crossed.

Ms Healy is the author of Defiance–Political

G&S roles in company with fellow

enquiry from Chris asking if I knew of Eric

Theatre in Brisbane, 1930–1962, Boombana

ex-Savoyards Helen Roberts and her

Thornton’s (then) whereabouts, as he wished

Publications, 2000. -Ed.

husband Richard Walker (who also directed

to send him a complimentary CD of the

In fact, Eric first came downunder to

‘The Royal has been renovated and thoroughly
cleaned, and certainly not before it was

following the G&S tour, he returned with

ended up settling in Australia, the exception
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remember seeing him in Sydney in No, No,

Opera Company, with which he played

only in 1970, ’72 and ’74 whilst visiting

Enogerra, Queensland

reminiscences (On Stage, Spring 2009). I

the D’Oyly Carte during the war years), and

with interest. I knew Ray Wheeler—but ‘twas

- Connie Healy,

the Princess: ‘The renovation of the Princess’s

a former member of the D’Oyly Carte

ago, so have been following the SA sections

early in the ’50s.

I enjoyed the first of Charles Norman’s

Stone, whose comprehensive website ‘Who

Accolade from Adelaide

really enjoyed the parts on the city’s history.

Leader also covered recent improvements at

be interested to find out. As would David

Letters to the Editor

I lived most of my life in Melbourne, so I

Charlie was a darling

- Steve Nolan
Perth, Western Australia

decorated by the skilful brush of Mr John
Hennings, and the house has been fitted
with a new sunlight. Instead of the dinginess
that has reigned in this theatre for some
time, everything is now bright and clean.
The management have been devoting all
their energies to bringing out the Christmas
piece with extraordinary effect. The
burlesque will be The Forty Thieves, which
has been localised to suit our Victorian
requirements...
‘While on this subject it may be as well
to allude to the just outcry that has been
made against bars and vestibules being made
part and portion of a theatre. Although
managers are to blame for permitting the

Summer 2009

the new lessee, has been completed, and
reflects the greatest credit upon all those to
whom the work of restoration and
decoration was entrusted. The decorations
are of blue and gold, relieved by salmoncoloured borders. The ceiling has been
raised, and the dress circle is lighted by
tasteful chandeliers. The ceiling is lavender,
pricked out with silver stars, and is provided
with an exceedingly fine sunlight [the
auditorium’s main light]. The walls are
panelled in a harmonious tint of grey. The
ponderous wooden pillars that formerly
supported the dress circle ceiling have been
replaced by light iron supports, gilded to
match the rest of the ornaments. The two
stage boxes are draped with blue silk
curtains, and on each side the angle panel is
fitted with a large mirror, encased in a
frame of salmon-coloured satin and gold.
The old cumbersome proscenium has given
way to a light and elegant structure, in the
centre of which are the arms of the Princess
of Wales. The stalls are provided with caneseated folding chairs, while those in the
dress circle are bright blue rep. the crush
room is commodious, and strict attention
has been paid to ventilation, fresh air being
admitted through a series of windows at the
back of the dress circle. The means of exit
have been increased, so that the theatre can
be emptied in an incredibly short space of
time. The new act drop, painted by Mr
H.Grist, gives a view of Windsor Castle.
The improvements that have been made all
combine to render the Princess’s a charming
theatre.’
- Neil Litchfield,
Pennant Hills, NSW n

latter places to be turned into uses for which
they were never intended, the fault of the
existing system does not lie at their door.
The existence of bars and vestibules in
connection with theatres is a matter solely
and purely for police interference. The
machinery for making an end to both these
nuisances is there, and only wants putting in
motion. It is only for the police to step in
vigorously, and two of the principal causes
of theatrical degradation would be immediately
swept away.’
Incidentally, the same edition of The

ON STAGE

Theatre, undertaken by Mr L.M.Bayless,

Contacting

Theatre
Heritage
Australia Inc

.

Postal address
PO Box 382, Malvern,
Victoria 3144, Australia
e-mail
victt@bigpond.net.au
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In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s

Been Seen Where on the theatre scene..

Designer Anna French (right) with Beleura’s wardrobe expert Heather

Clockwise from top left: Vicki Fairfax (left) and Kaarin Fairfax at

Margaret Marshall, curator of the Arts Centre’s Peter Allen exhibition,

Owls, the Melbourne tent of the Sons of the Desert Laurel and Hardy

Peake in the Beleura Museum Room following Anna’s presentation of

Frankston Arts Centre’s Cube 37 before the 25 January performance

with Peter’s San Diego-based friend Larry Rinehart, at the Arts Centre,

Appreciation Society, at a get-together at the Savage Club,

the John Tallis Oration on 24 November 2008.

of Frankston Lights, the inaugural production of Kaarin’s new Frankston-

5 February. Larry has donated a huge collection of Peter Allen

based Little Theatre Company. Among the 25-strong cast were

memorabilia to the Performing Arts Collection.

Clockwise from top left: Rick Alabaster, Grand Sheik of the Night

12 December 2008.
Veteran actress Patty Norman blows out the candles at her 90th

Richard Bonynge with the late Deborah Riedel at the launch of Cherry
Ripe, their new CD for Melba Records.

of the songs.

birthday party, 1 December 2008.
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Kaarin’s daughters, Maddy and Memphis, who also contributed some

ON STAGE

Veteran British music critic, author and raconteur John Amis launching
Sonia Orchard’s novel The Virtuoso at the Hill of Content bookshop,

Nellie Stewart—channelled by Wilma Farrow—at the Victoria Theatres

Melbourne, on 5 February. The Virtuoso is based on the life of brilliant

Trust Annual General Meeting, 23 November 2008.

Australian pianist Noel Mewton-Wood. 

Summer 2009
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Melbourne stage by stage

T

In part three his chronicle of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal, Ralph Marsden spotlights the stars
who trod its boards in the last two decades of the 19th century.

he first fresh attraction of 1880
was the ‘first authorised
production in Victoria’ of HMS

Pinafore on 14 February, starring the
Williamsons and with the ‘entire
production under the supervision of
J.C.Williamson’.

The
Theatre
Royal

On 27 March came the Australian

8 September, Williamson had signed an indenture
making him sole lessee of the Royal; this also
marked his first venture into management.
On 28 June 1882 Coppin officially
retired, dissolving his partnership with
Greville and Hennings and making a
statement from the Royal’s stage. Then, on 1
July, Williamson and his partners,

début, ‘under the patronage of the St

Arthur Garner and George

Patrick’s Society’, of the American-

Musgrove—the founding members of

born stage Irishman, Grattan Riggs,

‘The Firm’ of J.C.Williamson Ltd—

in Shin Fane [sic]. Although The Argus

assumed control of the theatre and

thought the play ‘a patchwork’, of the

presented their inaugural production:

actor it shrewdly opined: ‘It is safe to

the Melbourne première of Gilbert

predict that Mr Riggs will become a

and Sullivan’s Patience.

favourite in Melbourne’. Riggs fully

The Royal had now begun what

fulfilled this prediction, making

was probably the most profitable

regular Royal appearances until the

phase of its history—the ‘land boom’

year before his death in 1899.

years, when ‘Marvellous Melbourne’

Bland Holt followed Riggs on

was one of the brightest jewels in the

12 June with The New Babylon—his

crown of the British Empire and

first solo production of the kind of

when the theatre’s takings exceeded

lavishly staged, spectacular

even those of the goldrush era.

melodrama that would make his

Highlights of 1882 included George

name. ‘Coherent and consistent plot

Rignold in Youth, a spectacular melodrama

it has none, and the quality of the

that he had previously produced at

dialogue is very poor, but it is full of
sensational scenes and dramatic situations’,
The Argus reported. ‘These included the

232 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(the site of Target store)

Drury Lane; Louise Pomeroy as a
female Hamlet; a notable American
Shakespearean, William Sheridan, with his

collision of two steamers in the Atlantic, a

wife, Louise Davenport; and Bland Holt in

horse race at Goodwood and a horse sale

Juliet, impressing The Argus critic as ‘an

at Tattersall’s with live horses on stage, a

actress of some natural intelligence’ even

“free fight” at Cremorne Gardens, a

though she had to contend with ‘the brutal

1883 with several typical melodramas,

burglary and attempted murder, and a

interruptions of a knot of small boys in one

George Rignold returned in Henry V in May,

thieves’ kitchen at Seven Dials’.

corner of the gallery’. Bland Holt, after

likewise the Williamsons in Struck Oil in

appearing with Miss Pomeroy in As You

August. This boasted takings for the first

inclusion of ‘The Kelly Gang Horses’ in a

Like It, was also featured in the pantomime

seven nights of ‘£1737 and 6 shillings…

revival of Boucicault’s popular racing

Sinbad the Sailor, which gave Nellie Stewart

receipts unprecedented in the dramatic

drama The Flying Scud: ‘Authentic documents

her first starring role.

annals of Melbourne’ according to The Argus.

A more localised sensation was the

will be published tomorrow, to prove that

Apart from return seasons by Pomeroy

the Christmas pantomime.
Holt’s company was back late in March

On 27 October 1883 came the Australian

the last two horses that Ned Kelly and Joe

and Riggs, Holt was the most familiar name

première of The Silver King, one of the most

Byrne ever rode have been purchased for

at the Royal in 1881, with his production of

popular dramas of the decade. This was

£130… to appear at the Theatre Royal on

a new Drury Lane sensation drama, The

followed by Maggie Moore in the Christmas

Saturday evening 24 July...’ an

World, and a revival of The New Babylon.

pantomime, Aladdin.

advertisement in The Argus announced. The

Following this, on 26 November, George

horses were sold by tender at the end of

Coppin, aged 67, appeared in 12 ‘retirement

the initial attractions of 1884, followed by

the season on 30 July.

performances’, playing all his favourite

Irish comedian John F. Sheridan, making his

roles and proclaiming this as ‘most

Australian début on 12 April as Widow

run of Struck Oil on 18 September 1880. A

positively the last appearance’. At Coppin’s

O’Brien in Fun on the Bristol—a role he was

young Shakespearean tragedienne, Louise

complimentary benefit on the final night

to reprise at the Royal up until two years

Pomeroy, followed on 13 November as

were Maggie Moore and J.C.Williamson. On

before his death in 1908.

The Williamsons returned for another
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improvements’. The dress circle was to be

The esteemed American-born actress,

Alfred Dampier and his daughters were

ON STAGE

Genevieve Ward, began a six-week season

‘entirely re-seated with the most improved

on 9 August as Lady Macbeth, and then

pattern of folding chairs’ before the theatre

shorter seasons by Maggie Moore and

reopened on 5 September with The Private

Wybert Reeve held the stage until Christmas.

Secretary, a comedy adapted by the famous

The 1884 pantomime, Cinderella, was

English light comedian Charles Hawtrey,

exceptionally profitable, with a total gross

with its New York star, Frank Thornton;

of £13 704 during its 14-week run, leaving

Thornton was destined to revive this vehicle

a net profit of £3704 at its close on 2 April

regularly in Melbourne over next 23 years.
The Williamsons returned to the Royal,

1885, according to a report of 5 October
1885 in The Argus, a good source of box

once again in Struck Oil—and other plays—

office figures for this period.

until the end of 1885. The first half of 1886

A season of comic opera featuring

brought the Royal Comic Opera Company,

Robert Brough and Nellie Stewart was the

featuring Nellie Stewart and Howard Vernon,

first fresh attraction of 1885, but the

the stars of the first Melbourne production

undoubted highlight came when the

of The Mikado and other Savoy favourites.
The rest of the year was given over to

phenomenally successful Irish dramatist
and actor Dion Boucicault arrived to star

Bland Holt

popular drama, with seasons starring William

with his son, Dion Jnr., and his daughter,

Elton, a popular English light comedian, and

Nina, in a series of his most popular plays.

an all- singing-and-dancing American juvenile,
Carrie Swain, in her sensation vehicle,

‘Bright of eye, agile of limb, fresh in

The Tomboy.

voice, and overflowing with fun and frolic,

Familiars like Rignold, Holt, Darrell and,

the actor looked younger than his son, and
played the part with all the rollicking vivacity

inevitably, the Williamsons, all reappeared

of feeling, buoyancy of spirit and activity of

in 1887, together with three months of Italian

movement of a comedian who was still on

opera; highlights of 1888 being the famous

the right side of the half-way house of life,’

English melodrama actor Charles Warner in

The Argus enthused of his début in The

two seasons of plays, among them his best

Shaughraun on 11 July.

known vehicle, Drink, and a three months
return by Carrie Swain, beginning with The

The season was, of course, a great success,
with gross takings of £8070 for its seven-

Tomboy. This opus now boasted a new and

week run, but Boucicault’s visit is also

sensational effect: ‘a river of real water’ into

notable for his fascinating impressions of

which Miss Swain, ‘an expert swimmer…’

local theatrical life of the time, reproduced

plunges from the deck of a steamer to rescue

in the 1985 anthology The Australian

a child.

Stage—A Documentary History. The Royal
itself he thought ‘a large, dusty, primitive

Frank Thornton as Major Murgatroyd
in Patience

Bland Holt gave the masses even more
elaborate sensations when he returned for

building with poor accommodation for the

three months from 16 March 1889; The

audience, and still more wretched

Ruling Passion, for instance, included ‘a

arrangements for the actors behind the

balloon ascent’ and ‘real rain’. There was

scenes’. He praised the scenic department

also an off-stage sensation on 31 March,

and the stage furnishings but lamented ‘the

when a fight at the stalls entrance during the

disorder, the confusion and the mess’

performance caused alarm in the auditorium

backstage.

and a panic rush for the exits.
The celebrated English actress Janet

Listing audience accommodation, he
noted the prices: ‘Dress circle, 5s., seat 150

Achurch, transferring from the Princess’s,

persons; orchestra stalls, 3s., seat 568;

where she had given the first Australian

upper boxes, 2s., seat 300; and pit and

production of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House, brought

gallery, 1s., holding 1300. There are 1600

a touch of refinement with a brief farewell

persons at low price, and 180 at the higher.

season which began with Shakespeare and

The result is a popular audience’.

ended with Boucicault; Charles Warner also
returned with more popular drama in a run

Boucicault’s comments might have

extending from 22 February to 20 June 1890.

made some impression on the

But the days of star imports were numbered,

management, for the Royal was closed for a
week after his season for ‘alterations and

William Elton

for the first effects of the land boom collapse
were now becoming evident.
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its production. The Victorian Chief Justice

Early in 1890 George Musgrove resigned
from his partnership with Williamson and

upheld Miss Moore’s appeal and she

Garner. George Darrell, who had been

continued to play Lizzie Stofel until her

appointed general manager of both the

retirement on 1 August 1924—the 50th

Royal and the Princess’s Theatres in June,

anniversary of her first Australian

returned to the stage in three of his own

appearance in the same role at the Royal.
Motion pictures came to the Royal as

plays from 9 August. Following a season
with Darrell’s wife, Christine, came the

early as 2 October 1897 when the 14-round

partnership of Grattan Riggs and Maggie

Corbett–Fitzsimmons World Championship

Moore in a month-long run of popular Irish

boxing contest, which had been filmed at

plays, which lasted until Christmas Eve.

Carson City, USA, the previous 17 March,

The esteemed English ‘emotional

was first shown in a presentation ‘lasting for

actress’, Olga Nethersole, fresh from her

over an hour and a half’, according to The

first London triumphs, began an eight-week

Argus.
On 27 December 1897 the partnership of

Royal run on 21 February 1891. Darrell

entrepreneur William Anderson and actor

followed with four more of his own plays,
but after the end of a John F. Sheridan
season on 29 June, the theatre went dark.

Janet Achurch

Charles Holloway began a long lease of the
Royal, presenting melodramas as well as
seasons by such veterans as Grattan Riggs,

Williamson’s lease had expired and,
with the prevailing economic gloom, he had

Bland Holt and John F. Sheridan. On

quit the Royal. The lease was taken up by

18 February 1899 came another portent of

the Australian Theatrical Management

the 20th century with the advertising of the

Company, whose managing director was

Royal’s telephone service—the first theatre

none other than George Coppin.

in Melbourne to list a number.
Late in December 1899 Anderson took

The new management undertook
renovations including bringing the

over sole lesseeship of the theatre and

proscenium forward 10 feet (3.05m),

presented his dramatic company in a series

reseating the circle and stalls, increasing the

of melodramas starring his wife, Eugenie

electric lighting redecorating of the ceiling

Duggan. Amongst the players were Eugenie’s

and installing a new drop-scene—according

brother, Edmund, and Bert Bailey; they later

to The Australasian of 1 August 1891.

formed an important and successful partnership

waters of Coogee Bay’, according to The

and William Anderson’s company. After the

the more stringent safety requirements of the

Argus of 9 June.

close of Anderson’s season on 3 September

Board of Health.

season, from 25 July, of Laura Villiers and

traditional pantomime gave way to almost

her London company (which included

unvaried melodrama as the Royal’s staple

future local favourite, Julius Knight) in The

fare for the next few years.
Olga Nethersole

1902–1904 were comprised exclusively of

four months of extensive renovations

To be continued in the Autumn edition of

returns by John F. Sheridan, Maggie Moore

necessitated by the age of the building and

On Stage.

B

Her Majesty’s treasure

Anderson’s company was followed by

of Her Majesty’s Theatre’s is an
architectural feature that you might

never have noticed. Known as a lunette, it’s

Australian Theatrical Management

in a 68-week season from 3 November 1900

Company lost nearly £6000. Coppin

to 21 February 1902, played the longest

a stained glass leadlight in the shape of a

resigned in March 1892. He returned to the

unbroken run of any company ever at the

fan.

Royal periodically over the next few years,

Royal. In his last offering, The Derby Winner,

most often as producer of the Christmas

Holt had horses galloping down Little

lunette was lit from behind the stained glass.

pantomime, but the early 1890s were the

Bourke Street and directly into the theatre

However, when the theatre was reconstructed

worst years in the theatre’s history, with the

to make a convincing all-in finish on the

after the 1929 fire, a brick wall went up

house opened only sporadically by

Royal’s stage.

behind the glass, leaving just a 20cm gap—

Holt had taken over the lease by now,

individual lessees, and often dark for days

and his near-year-long 1903–1904 season

or weeks on end.

When the theatre was built in 1886, the

not enough space to install new lights.
But with new technology comes new

included The Breaking of the Drought from

possibilities: in the past few months, the

Rignold, Holt, Darrell, Sheridan and

8 June 1903. Among the cast was 15-year-

theatre’s current head electrician and his

Maggie Moore continued to return. Miss

old Annette Kellerman, soon to become

predecessor have been working on restoring

Moore, easily the most popular and

Australia’s first internationally acclaimed

the leadlighting and installing new state-of-

durable, was now separated from

swimming and silent screen star.

the-art lighting in the cavity.

However, such hardy favourites as

Annette gave an exhibition of diving

J.C.Williamson. When she revived Struck
Oil in March 1894, Williamson, claiming
ownership, applied legal pressure to prevent
Page 20

Genevieve Ward
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elow the neon sign on the façade

the ‘King of Melodrama’, Bland Holt, who,

In its first six months of operations the

1904, the Royal itself was closed for almost

Apart from Holt’s company, the years

as dramatists and actor-managers. Even the

In spite of all this effort, the inaugural

Dancing Girl, reportedly lost over £4000.

On stage at the Theatre Royal: c.1884: John F. Sheridan as the Widow O’Brien (fainting, third from left in the front row) in Fun on the Bristol.

and swimming in a ‘real tank, artfully fitted

now welcomes audiences just as it last did

into the painted representation of the blue

80 years ago.
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Above: The lunette awaiting restoration.

The result is that the gracious lunette
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Right: The illuminated lunette dominates The
n

Maj’s entrance in this photograph from the 1900s.
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News from the Performing Arts
When The Australian Ballet was

new Arts Centre exhibition
celebrates the career of the

established in 1962, Jones joined the

2009 Green Room Lifetime

company as a principal dancer and

Achievement Award winner. The Marilyn

performed lead roles to great acclaim

Jones exhibition will be in the Arts Centre’s

throughout the 1960s and early 1970s. She

Smorgon Family Plaza from 3 April.

was artistic director of The Australian
Ballet between 1979 and 1981.

Born in Newcastle, NSW, in 1940,

It was during this time that she established

Marilyn Jones studied ballet locally with
Tessa Maunder. She then began classes in

the Dancers Company, in an effort to provide

Sydney with Lorraine Norton before

students of The Australian Ballet School

winning the Australian Women’s Weekly

and young members of the company with

Scholarship in 1955, which allowed her to

valuable performing and touring experience.

study at the Royal Ballet School in London.
Within a year, Jones had been accepted

Jones was awarded the Creative Artists
Fellowship in 1990 and established the

into the corps de ballet of the Royal Ballet.

Australian Institute of Classical Dance with

She went on to tour the United States with

the aim of developing an Australian

the company in 1957.

teaching syllabus. As well as teaching in
leading schools around Australia, she

In 1959, having returned to Australia,
Jones was performing in Sydney with Robert

lectured in classical dance at the Western

Pomie’s Ballet Theatre la Français when she

Australian Academy of Performing Arts

attracted the attention of Edouard Borovansky.

before retiring in 2005.
This display will draw on the Arts

She was invited to join the Borovansky

Centre’s Performing Arts Collection to

Ballet as a soloist that same year.

feature costumes worn by Marilyn Jones

For her début performance with the

during her time as a principal dancer

company, she danced the lead role

with The Australian Ballet.

in The Sleeping Beauty and was

- Margot Anderson

partnered by Garth Welch [whom

F

ollowing on from the success of The

beginning to end. Mr Terry’s exceptional

different women: a tender-hearted Irish girl

Rocket, Edward Terry engaged Pinero

powers never had better scope for display,

by the name of Patricia, who nurses him back

to write a second play that would

and throughout he gave us the perfection of
comic acting.’2

to health after his accident and wishes to marry
Chancery, who claims she is married to him

In Chancery, ‘an original fantastic comedy in

The play was repeated the next night
with ‘increased success’.3 The following

three acts’. The piece represents an

week Terry and his company commenced a

keeper, Mrs Marmaduke Jackson, who turns

advancement in Pinero’s art and paved the

short season at the Royalty Theatre,

out to be his real wife.

provide him with a suitable role in which to
show off his comedic talent. The result was

to form one of most acclaimed

Costume worn by Marilyn Jones in Ballet

partnerships in Australian dance.

Imperial, The Australian Ballet, 1967.
Gift of The Australian Ballet, 2003.

It’s got tickets on itself!

F

or the theatre lover who has

Gus
goss

Nice to see a press release from

everything—how about a vintage

Arts Victoria congratulating

ticket box?

This unassuming, free-standing silky oak

unit was offered in the recent Nicholas

Brett Dean, the embattled
Director of the Australian
National Academy of Music, for

Dattner closing-down sale.

receiving the prestigious $US200 000

Dattner claimed that the expertlyrestored ticket box was ‘from
J.C.Williamson’s’.
A nice touch, but we somehow doubt
that something so plain ever stood in a
Williamson foyer—with or without the
‘Dress Circle Entrance’ sign that appeared
to have been an anachronistic addition.
Oh, and the price?
It’s yours for a mere $4500.
n

him, Mrs Montague Joliffe, a pretty ward in
already, and a ‘widowed’ boarding house

On Terry’s return from his provincial

way for his next play, The Magistrate,
which was to set the benchmark for the

tour, In Chancery was given its London

writing of farcical plays.

première at the Gaiety Theatre on
24 December 1884. With the exception of

As noted by Hamilton Fyfe: ‘In The
Rocket and In Chancery Mr Pinero’s puppets

Maria Jones, who reprised her original

were more lifelike than most, but they

character of Mrs McCafferty, he was

were really no more than lay figures

supported by an entirely new cast drawn

cleverly constructed for the purposes of a
ramified plot.’1

from the ranks of John Hollingshead’s Gaiety
Company:

Rehearsals were held at Yarmouth, on

Captain Dionysius McCafferty:

the east coast of England, with Pinero in

Alfred Bishop

attendance, prior to the first performance

Dr Titus: Mr F.H.Laye

at the Lyceum Theatre in Edinburgh on

Montague Joliffe: Edward Terry

Friday, 19 September 1884 on the

Mr Hinxman: John Dallas

occasion of Edward Terry’s benefit. The

John: Percy Lyndal

cast comprised:

Mr Buzzard: Mr Guise
Mr Gawge: Mr Sherrard

Captain Dionysius McCafferty:

she later married]. The pair went on

The queue forms on the right.

In his play In Chancery, Arthur Wing Pinero displayed ‘a very witty pen, and fun and fancy from the beginning to
the end’—reports Elisabeth Kumm in Part 6 of her account of Pinero’s plays in Australia.

Mrs Smith: Phyllis Broughton

Charles H Stephenson
Dr Titus: John W Adams

Mrs Marmaduke Jackson: Gladys Homfrey

Montague Joliffe: Edward Terry

Patricia McCafferty: Maria Jones

Mr Hinxman: John Le Hay

Amelia Anne Buzzard: Miss Oliver

John: Forbes Dawson

Walker: Emma Broughton

Mr Buzzard: John Clulow

Kittles: Clara Jecks

Mr Gawge: CP Amalia

At the Gaiety Theatre, In Chancery

Mrs Smith: Angela Cudmore
Mrs Marmaduke Jackson: Alice Yorke

Arthur Wing Pinero as seen by ‘Spy’ (Sir Leslie

Patricia McCafferty: Maria Jones

Ward) in Vanity Fair, March 1891.

Amelia Anne Buzzard: Lizzie King
Walker: Julie Pearce
Kittles: Amanda Aubrey

played until 30 January 1885. Of the
production, The Era reported: ‘Mr Edward
Terry, as we need hardly tell our readers, has
been so long and so great a favourite at this

Glasgow, where In Chancery was performed

establishment named above that his return is

for four nights from 22 September. Seasons in

ever welcomed with the greatest possible

Grawemeyer Award for music composition for

The play was enthusiastically received

Aberdeen, Dundee, Preston, Halifax, Dublin,

amount of enthusiasm. Mr Terry came back

his violin concerto The Lost Art of Letter Writing.

and at the end of the third act both Pinero

Cork, Liverpool, Brighton, Birmingham,

from his brilliantly successful provincial tour

Arts Victoria tells us Brett’s work ‘is based

and Terry were called before the curtain in

Manchester and Leeds followed. Terry

on the evening of Wednesday last, and

around famous 19th century letters including a

response to calls from the audience. Of the

concluded his provincial tour on 6

appeared in Mr A.W.Pinero’s original fantastic

love letter from Brahams to Clara

initial performance one reviewer declared:

December 1884.

comedy called In Chancery…

Schumann.…’ Brahams? According to Google

‘The performance was a complete triumph

Brahams is the ‘The Homemade Pie Capital

for the author, actors and management. The

Montague Joliffe who loses his memory after

witty pen, and fun and fancy from the

of Minnesota’, and 1655 friendly people live

mounting was of the complete character

being involved in a train crash. Under the

there. Presumably one of them was friendly

usual to this well-appointed theatre, the

impression that he is fully recovered and

beginning to the end go right on, and keep
their place up to the fall of the curtain.’4

enough to write to Clara.

performers were letter perfect in their parts,

assuming what he believes to be his real

Terry subsequently reprised his character

and there was not a hitch of any kind from

identity, he becomes involved with three

of Montague Joliffe at the Crystal Palace in*

Sure sounds like a great starting point for

The central character in the play is

Mr Pinero has exercised this time a very

a violin concerto…- Gus, the theatre cat n
Page 22
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June 1885, at the Olympic Theatre in 1887

expected of Raymond, and this, coupled

same evening the stage of the Bijou Theatre

and at his own theatre, Terry’s, in 1890. He

with the shortcomings in the farce,
weakened the play’s appeal.’7

was lit by electric light for the first time,
adding an extra ‘brilliancy’ to the plays.8

also continued to include it on and off as
part of his provincial repertoire.
When Pinero sought Augustin Daly’s
assistance to stage the play in America he

In Chancery reached Australia four years

In Chancery was performed for 11 nights.

Captain Dionysius McCafferty: 		
J.F.Cathcart

 	

Dr Titus: George Ireland

in the admiration of the comedian’s ability

3 The Era, 27 September 1884, p.10.

and in the enjoyment of his exuberant
humour.’9

4 The Era, 27 December 1884, p.6.

Although In Chancery seems to have

Montague Joliffe: Edward Terry

5 Letter from Pinero to Augustin Daly,
20 October 1884, Wearing, p.75.

after its first provincial performances in

On the following day Robert Brough and

Mr Hinxman: George Belmore

been largely forgotten by 20th century

England. The first production took place at

members of the cast of In Chancery sailed for

John: J. Cosgrove

producers (probably due to the superior

7 Bordman, p.224.

6 Letter from Pinero to Augustin Daly,
23 May 1885, Wearing, p.82.

was quick to point out its limitations: ‘It plays

the Bijou Theatre, Melbourne on 6 October

Sydney, in time for the first production of the

Mr Buzzard: T. Eames

qualities of Pinero’s later comedies), the

for only two hours and affords no opportunity

1888 with the Brough and Boucicault Comedy

play at the Criterion Theatre the following

Mr Gawge: Frank Emery

story was selected by Fred Thompson as

8 The Argus, 8 October 1888, p.10.

Mrs Smith: Hilda Spong

the basis for a musical play called Who’s

9 The Argus, 8 August 1893, p.6.

Mrs Marmaduke Jackson:

Hooper?. Thompson had previously used

night.

but to the low comedian…If Terry does not

Company, under the careful direction of Dion

take it to America I had better dispose of it

Boucicault. The production also represented

to a travelling American star. What do you

the beginning of the B&B’s long and fruitful

presented the double bill of Bubbles, a

think of your Mr Nat Godwin whose name
has been mentioned to me?’5

association with the plays of A.W.Pinero,

comedietta in one act by Charles S Fawcett,

and the first Pinero play produced under

and In Chancery. As in Melbourne the piece

their management in Australia.

received a warm reception and played for 11

Terry did not visit America at this time
and in June 1885 the play was subsequently
staged at the Madison Square Theatre with
John T. Raymond as Montague Joliffe.
Pinero was nervous about the decision,
confiding in Daly: ‘They are going to do my
In Chancery at the Madison Square Theatre.
My anticipations are not sanguine. It is a
sketchy little piece written to suit the
manner of a particular star, without whom I
fear, the thing will crumble. If this happens
please don’t be nervous with regards to The
Magistrate, which you will find comes well
together on the stage.’6
Indeed New Yorkers gave In Chancery a
lukewarm reception. As Bordman notes:
‘The exceedingly meek, retiring JoliffeJackson was not the sort of figure playgoers

The cast for the first performance was:
Captain Dionysius McCafferty: G.W.Anson
Dr Titus: Harold Chichester
Montague Joliffe: Robert Brough
Mr Hinxman: Fred Stanmaur
John: Cecil Ward

Mrs Marmaduke Jackson: Julia Sydney
Patricia McCafferty: Maggie Oliver
Amelia Anne Buzzard: Miss F Darrell
Walker: Bessie Major
Kittles: Pattie Browne
Also on the bill was the one-act comedy
In Honour Bound by Sydney Grundy. The

temptation to introduce them is the greater

Reference to and jokes about different

because in the milder afflictions they often

religions or religious denominations are

represent an easy source of comedy, but, as

banned. The following also are inadmissible:

a matter of taste, it must be resisted. The

(e.g. weddings, funerals)
Parodies of Christmas Carols
Offensive references to Jews (or any
other religious sect).

Jocular references to all forms of physical
infirmity or disease, e.g. blindness,

Jokes about war injuries of

Walker: Emma Gwynne

York and by J.C.Williamson’s in Australia.

Chancery for the last time.

Kittles: Polly Emery

The next time that the piece was seen on

disabilities, e.g. bow-legs, crosseyes, stammering (this is the most

Very great distress can be caused to invalids

common ‘gag’ subject of this kind).

and their relatives by thoughtless jokes

Jokes about any form of

about any kind of physical disability. The

mental deficiency.

Patricia McCafferty:
Jenny Watt-Tanner

Who’s Hooper? had music by Howard
Talbot and Ivor Novello, and lyrics by

Of the latter production, The Argus
enthused: ‘Mr Terry kept the audience in a
roar of laughter throughout; but the fun
became fast and furious towards the end of
the piece, and many must have left the

Clifford Grey. It opened at the Adelphi
Theatre, London, on 13 September 1919,
and played for 349 performances. W.H.Berry
and Violet Blythe had the leading roles,

Chronicle of Comedy and Drama, 1869–
1914. Oxford University Press, New
York, 1994.
John Dawick: Pinero: a Theatrical Life.
University of Colorado Press, Niwot,
Colorado, 1993.
Hamilton Fyfe: Sir Arthur Pinero: Plays and

with Paul Plunket and Marjorie Gordon in

Players. Ernest Benn Limited, London,

aching sides. He never forces the situation

featured support. A second and third

1930.

Theatre in Sydney on 22 July 1893 and at the

or strains his points, and he is so consistently

company toured the show through the

Princess’s Theatre in Melbourne on

serious and intensely in earnest that the

provinces for well over a year.

7 August 1893, playing for a single night in

most improbably situations carry with them

Sydney (on the occasion of Edward Terry’s

an air of the utmost reality. Nothing can be

benefit) and five nights in Melbourne. The

more absurd than the succession of incidents

cast was the same in both cities, with the

which befall the central personage of the

Footnotes:

exception of Madge Herrick who played

farce, but the high quality of the acting causes

1 Hamilton Fyfe, p. 31.

Sir Arthur Pinero. University of Minnesota

Amelia Ann Buzzard in Melbourne:

you to forget their preposterous improbability

2 The Era, 27 September 1884, p.10.

Press, Minneapolis, 1974.

Theatre
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.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
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Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

Jeffrey Huberman: Late Victorian Farce.
UMI Research Press, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1979.
AW Pinero: In Chancery. Samuel
French,

    New York & London, 1905.

JP Wearing (editor): The Collected Letters of
n

Organ roll poser: help wanted

risbane collector John Simpson has
a 58-note Aeolian organ roll titled
‘The Australian Star Waltz’,

credited to Dr Arthur E. Paul.
‘There are no lyrics, and I’m very
curious about what event or person this title
inspired’, John says. ‘I’ve tried to find
information from the National Library, but
to no avail.

Chairman: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA

‘I’m looking for information on the

Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

composer, the purpose and date of the

Committee Members:

ever existed, and whether it was ever recorded.

     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor

Jokes about the more embarrassing

Henrietta Watson

theatre after the fall of the curtain with

Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,

any description.

Physical and mental infirmities

Page 24

Gerald Bordman: American Theatre: a

nights. On 1 November the B&Bs played In

Committee

following are therefore barred:

cancer, consumption, smallpox.

performances, and was produced in New

In Chancery was produced at the Lyceum

Mrs Smith: Lillian Gillmore

of any description

The Era (London)

Amelia Anne Buzzard: Miss Langton

Hall and The Churchwarden.

Mr Gawge: Andrew McIntyre

deafness, loss of limbs, paralysis, 		

The Argus (Melbourne)

which had run at the Adelphi for 801

including The Rocket, Sweet Lavender, Liberty

Mr Buzzard: Charles Brown

christentings, religious ceremonies

enormously successful 1917 musical The Boy,

visit he performed many of his signature plays,

Religious references

Jokes or comic songs about spiritualism,

Bibliography

Terry’s 1893 tour of the colonies. During his

Continuing our series of extracts from the BBC Variety Programmes Policy
Guide, published in the late 1940s as an aid for producers
to avoid offending listeners.

(e.g. ‘Before Crosby’)

Pinero’s The Magistrate as the basis for his

the Australian stage was during Edward

Keep yourself nice

Jokes about A.D. or B.C.

Thus, on Saturday, 20 October 1888, they

piece, whether any lyrics or sheet music
‘I’d be very grateful for any help anyone
can provide.’
You can contact John at 22 Dawn Street,
Kedron, Queensland 403, or by telephone

Editorial Committee:

on (07) 3359 9799.

n

Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

n

Left: the label of the mysterious roll.
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The Bowl goes gold

ive decades after its opening, it is
hard to imagine Melbourne without
the Sidney Myer Music Bowl. The

Bowl remains a much loved icon of this

was the integration of the structure with the
surrounding landscape. The shell was also

venue in which to enjoy relaxed and

continued to be staged there annually for

people who conceived and created it as a

friendly entertainment.

the next 24 years.

By the late 1940s, with the war over, the

came up with the now-familiar innovative

required to be acoustically correct.
The Bowl was constructed to Patten’s

idea of a sound shell in the Domain was being

tent-like design: a vast sound shell

publicly discussed, and Sidney Myer’s

fabricated from aluminium-faced plywood

design by John Holland Construction and

Annear had published a plan for the

widow, Merlyn, determined that her late

sandwich panels suspended between a

ASCOM Construction, a company employing

redevelopment of Melbourne in his book

husband’s dream should become a reality.

frame-work of steel wire ropes.

mainly Italian migrant riggers who had

auspices of the University of Melbourne.

For Every Man His Home. He saw the King’s

In 1956 the Sidney Myer Charitable Trust

As there was then no appropriate

Domain as a new cultural heart for the city,

invited Yuncken Freeman Bros, Griffiths &

masts, the massive main cable was buried

Australian television towers. New techniques

memorial to one of the great Melbourne

To provide Melbournians with free

benefactors, retailer Sidney Myer (1878–

outdoor concerts, Myer established the Sidney

1934).

Myer Free Concerts Trust Fund under the

violinist and a great enthusiast for the free-

One of the significant features of the design

Fifty years ago—on 12 February 1959—the citizens of Melbourne received a splendid present: The Sidney Myer Music Bowl.

city, still fulfilling the grand vision of the

Myer loved music. He was a talented

earth more than 60m behind the masts.

Back in 1922, architect Harold Desbrowe-

Slung between two fibreglass and steel

previously worked on the construction of

spirited sound which often flows from

outdoor venue, the first of these

a location for the Shrine and for major arts

Simpson and Grounds Romberg and Boyd

deep in the ground on either side; it

were developed to ensure that the structure

outdoor performance. He regarded Los

presentations, in November 1935, was given

institutions, including an open-air auditorium

to participate on a joint design scheme.

supported 27 cables that swung down to the

remained aerodynamically stable, yet flexible

Angeles’ Hollywood Bowl as the perfect

in the Melbourne Town Hall. The concerts

for about 5000 people.

Eventually Barry Patten of Yuncken Freeman

huge concrete and steel anchor sunk in the

and watertight, and that the ground

*

The Seekers at the Bowl, 12 March 1967
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anchors were resistant

textured concrete ones

to corrosion.

that curve out to form

The £20 000

balconies on each side.

($40 000) project was

This extra seating gives

completed in 11 months.

a heightened sense of

So revolutionary

enclosure around the

was the design that

stage, enriching the

some patrons were

experience for both

nervous. ‘Citizens

performers and audience.
Apart from the

may be assured that
the Bowl has been

original Newcastle-

built on scientific

manufactured steel cables,

principles—the canopy

the shell itself is new,

will neither blow away

with aluminium

nor blow down,’ said

cladding and plywood

a soothing program

tiling fabricated by the

note.

Sidney Myer (1878–1934)

The Bowl under construction, 1958

The Victorian

original manufacturers
Ralph Symonds Ltd,
Sydney. Between the

Heritage Register

Movement), Hector Crawford (Crawford

notes that it was ‘the largest purpose-built

Productions and Music for the People

walls and the roof, clear glass has replaced

permanent outdoor performance venue in

concerts), and Clive Turnbull (journalist).

the former painted glass, producing an effect

Australia, with a tensile structural system

An immediate success, the Bowl’s first

of the roof sailing lightly over the ground.

unsurpassed in scale or complexity’. With

year was crowned by its gaining the

Massive girders and stage rigging have been

the Olympic Pool, it epitomised the 1950s’

prestigious Reynolds Metals award in 1960,

inserted for lighting infrastructure, and there

enthusiasm for structural engineering.

confirming its international standing.

is a new central control room behind the

On 12 February 1959 an audience of

The late Kenneth Myer, Sidney Myer’s

seating. Backstage there are new dressing

30 000 were there to see the Prime Minister,

son, handed the Bowl over to the Arts

rooms, a rehearsal room and a Green Room.

Robert Menzies, perform the opening

Centre In 1980. Four years later a popular

State Premier Steve Bracks relaunched the

ceremony; this was followed by a concert

temporary ice-skating rink was created on

venue at Carols by Candlelight on Christmas

by the combined Victorian and Sydney
Symphony Orchestras conducted by Alfred
Wallenstein, with Andor Foldes as piano
soloist. As well as Wagner, Berlioz, Glazounov,
Bizet, Enesco and Gershwin (his Concerto in F),
the program included one Australian work,
Robert Hughes’ Essay for Orchestra (1953).
Later the same month the American
evangelist Billy Graham drew crowds in

The Bowl’s first year was
crowned by its gaining
the prestigious
Reynolds Metals award.
the Bowl’s stage for use during winter.
In 1998 the Victorian Arts Centre Trust

Eve 2002.
Merlyn Myer, who did so much to ensure
the Bowl was built, is remembered in a new
function venue, the Merlyn Myer Room, a
highlight of which is a spectacular artwork
commissioned from Sarah Winfrey, created
with funds from the estate of Yatsuko Myer,
wife of Kenneth Myer. It was unveiled by

commissioned Gregory Burgess Architects

Candlelight has been staged there annually

to revitalise the aging Bowl. Burgess had to

since 1959. More than 200 000 people

accommodate stringent heritage controls,

Bowl has hosted some of the world’s greatest

attended a 1967 concert by The Seekers—at

the demands of numerous interested parties,

entertainers. Listed here are just a few of

the time this was one-tenth of the

and the need to create a venue ready to

them (in discreet alphabetical order): ABBA,

population of Melbourne—and the 1993

meet the heavy demands of contemporary

AC/DC, the Australian Ballet, the Beach

Guinness Book of World Records recognised it

outdoor culture.

Boys, Blondie, Nick Cave, Crowded House,

Australia.
Initially the venue was administered by
the Sidney Myer Music Bowl Trust with
Paull Fiddian as secretary-manager, and an

It closed in 2000 to allow the $21m

There is fixed seating for 2030 people,
arranged in 26 tiered rows. The surrounding
lawns can seat up to 10 000.

‘It was a big occasion anyway, performing
with a symphony orchestra and the Navy
band, and I felt nervous walking out on stage.
There were musicians everywhere behind us,
so it wasn’t like our normal show where we
had the stage to ourselves. And the scene in
front of us was awesome, this vast sea of
faces, people cheering. I would love to have
been out there myself, to have some sense of
what it was like to be in a crowd that big. I’ve
spoken to many people over the years who
were there and they tell me what an amazing
experience it was. It was also touching that
there were families coming out on a Sunday
to see us sing in the gardens.
‘When we finished “Georgy Girl” and went
downstairs, we could hear incessant yelling
and clapping... and for the first time it
dawned on us all just how popular we were.
Even though it’s not perhaps the most ideal
concert situation to be in—singing outdoors
can be very difficult, particularly when your
mouth gets dry—it’s been a memory I’ve
always treasured.’

The stage area is 27.4m wide by 19.5m deep.
The canopy consists of a thin membrane
(1.27cm weather-proofed plywood layered on
both sides with aluminium sheet) attached to a
cobwebbed frame of steel cables and
supported by 21.3m masts pivoted to the earth.
The total canopy area is 4055m2.
The main cable at the edge of the canopy
comprises seven ropes, each about 9cm in
diameter and 173m long, anchored deep into
the ground in concrete blocks. Longitudinal
cables hold up the roof and transverse cables
hold it down.
The 50th anniversary of the Sidney Myer
Music Bowl will be celebrated with a free
exhibition in the Arts Centre St Kilda Road
foyer from 6 February to 21 June.
n

(From Graham Simpson: Colours of My Life,
Random House,1994.)

Over its 50 years, the Sidney Myer Music

the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Dire
Straits, Neil Diamond, Bob Dylan, Merle

and the Myer Foundation and supervised by

Haggard, Bon Jovi, Marjorie Lawrence,

the Office of Major Projects.

Metallica, Opera Australia, Dolly Parton,
Pearl Jam, Red Hot Chilli Peppers, REM,

executive committee that included Ewart

lawn to improve sight-lines. The hill was

Kenny Rogers, Santana, Sir Malcolm Sargent,

Chapple (ABC), Hugh Hunt (Elizabethan

excavated to provide a café and amenities

the Shaolin Monks, Skyhooks, Dame Kiri Te

Trust), Mrs Neilma Gantner (Sidney Myer’s

area. New seating with wider aisles, and

Kanawa, Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs, Wings.

eldest daughter), Colin Bednall (GTV–9),

better disabled access were provided under

Gertrude Johnson (National Theatre

the shell. The original sprayed concrete

celebrated with a recreation of the original

retaining walls were replaced by more elegant

opening concert.
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On 12 March 1967 200 000 people
converged on the Sidney Myer Music Bowl to
welcome The Seekers home to Melbourne.
Judith Durham remembers:

and Merlyn Myer.

renovation, funded by the State Government

Taylor Cullity Lethlean re-contoured the

Some facts and figures…

Lady (Marigold) Southey, daughter of Sidney

excess of 70 000 to the Bowl. Carols by

as the largest musical event ever staged in

‘A memory I’ve always treasured.’

The Bowl’s golden anniversary was

ON STAGE

The Sidney Myer Music Bowl today.
Photograph by Frank Van Straten
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Are There Any More At Home Like You?

theatre for about a week when I received

those who saw the play will remember him

florodoramusical00stua to view or

what was the signal that the opposition had

rendering ‘I Want To Be A Military Man’, a

download.

melted and my proposal was to be adopted.

number which became equally as successful

Owen Hall sent me a telegram of the simple

as any of the others in the play. Miss Evie

Discography:

the clearness of the young lady in what she

kind that is so sympathetic and alluring. It ran,

Greene is also dead, Edouin, too, while

‘Tell Me, Pretty Maiden’ sung by Peter

did say to me. Rage was pacific slumber by

‘How are you going on, old man?’ My reply

Miss Ada Reeve is in Australia at the time

Morrison and Marilyn Hill Smith on

comparison with the display of the sweet

was, ‘Splendid, I have just made a hundred

of writing the episode of Florodora [Reeve

Treasures of Operetta, Chandos CD

little thing, and, when I managed to

break.’ [Stuart was a keen billiards player.]

resided in Melbourne between 1926 and

CHAN 6689.

Robert Morrison uncovers the Australian background to one of the Gay Nineties’ most popular songs.

T

here was a hiatus in the second act
[of Florodora], and it became a
matter of the direst necessity that it

should be filled. How it did become filled is
one of the stories I have the greatest

In the 1927 serialisation of his memoirs
published in the Empire News, British
theatre composer Leslie Stuart (1863–
1928) recalled the ‘Australian’

recover from the effect of the tirade

Later I was given to understand that the

Period recordings of the Florodora sextet

1935 and in Sydney from 1928 until 1931],

sufficient to be able to frame words, I

crowd welcomed my wire as a sign that their

and Miss Kate Cutler is still to be seen in

may also be heard on-line at the Cylinder

blurted, ‘Are there any more at home like

effort at a peace pourparler had been cordially

straight comedy. When it was produced in

Preservation and Digitization Project website

you?’

received. A letter followed from Owen Hall

Brisbane, Mr Williamson, the lessee of the

(http://cylinders.library.ucsb.edu/index.php)

which caused me to return to Town, and the

play in Australia, invited the Mayor of

and the Internet Archive (at www.archive.org/

there is the title you have been looking for.

theatre, with the despised number. My condition

Brisbane and his family to see it. In the

details/78rpm).

I went up to my study and wrote the song

for the return to the status quo ante was that

party, of course, was the little lady who in

in about three hours. Its title was ‘Tell Me,

it should be done exactly as I had conceived

her tantrum provided the inspiration for

respective search index for each website.

Pretty Maiden’. I played it over next morning

and pictured it, both in words and in the music,

‘Tell Me, Pretty Maiden’.

for the family, including the high-spirited

and that I should rehearse it myself, which I

Radio broadcast:

young lady who had been the source of

did at another theatre. I selected the six girls

A tribute to the music of Leslie Stuart will

inspiration in what must assuredly be

and the six young men to sing the number,

References:

to visit her maternal relatives. She was a most

recognised as the most extraordinary

sympathetically adapting little actions to the

Originally published in the Empire News,

Hall on Tuesday 14 April 2009, between

accomplished pianist, and she regaled her

circumstances. I told her she had been the

words and the tune, and the apparent novelty of

friends with renderings of songs I had

source of inspiration for ‘Tell Me, Pretty

the number assured it at least a two years run.

written and were very popular in Australia,

Maiden’. The number was destined to

as well as in other countries at that time.

achieve world-wide fame. The high-spirited

bid good-bye to Florodora. When we opened

She held that the composer of ‘Little

young lady returned to Australia and the

at the Lyric in London, it was with the most

development of Florodora continued.

remarkable cast. There were Miss Evie Greene,

pleasure in preserving. The circumstances are
so strange that in narrating them it would
appear as though I were guilty of unpardonable
digression, did I not give this warning.
About this time a niece of my wife, a
Miss Agnew, was on holiday in England
from Brisbane in Australia, her father being
the mayor of that city. On her arrival home,
as the Colonials so sincerely refer to England,
this bright and pretty young thing with a
Manchester-born mother went to Cottonopolis

inspiration behind one of his most
famous numbers, the sextet that
featured in his first full-length musical
comedy score, Florodora, which
premièred at the Lyric Theatre, London
on 11 November 1899 and received its
Australian première under the
management of J.C.Williamson at Her
Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne, on
15 December 1900.

Dolly Daydream’, ‘Sweetheart May’, ‘The

Like a flash it then came to my mind—

I brought this number down to the

Soldiers Of The Queen’ and ‘The

Lyric Theatre, and I told all those

Bandolero’ was an Australian who was

...Now just a few more words and I will

Miss Ada Reeve, Miss Kate Cutler, Willie
Edouin and Louis Bradfield. Unfortunately

all the rage. My born name was

concerned with the production that

death deprived the stage of the brilliant

Barrett, and that she had an aunt

I felt sure I had now the remedy

Bradfield while comparatively young, and

married to a Mr Tom Barrett she was

for the hiatus in the second act. It

perfectly aware. For some reason or

was unanimously condemned on

other there was a general impression

what I regarded as being the

throughout the Dominion that Leslie

quaintest grounds for turning down

by Andrew Lamb); [Fullers Wood Press,
Croydon; 2003]
—extract used by courtesy of Andrew Lamb.
See also: Andrew Lamb: Leslie Stuart:
Composer of Florodora (Routledge, New York
& London, 2002) .
A digitised vocal score for Florodora may
be found on-line at the Internet Archive:
www.archive.org/details/

9pm and 11pm EST on Melbourne
community radio 96.5 Inner FM.
The broadcast will also be streamed
‘live’ over the Internet (see www.innerfm.
org.au for further details). The program will
include the 1946 Australian Musical
Comedy Theatre radio transcription of
highlights from Stuart’s 1911 musical Peggy,
courtesy of Peter Burgis and Alan Heinecke.


n

theatre—that it was a departure from

Lancashire-born man from Irish parents,

those things that were done on the

who had never even seen Australia. The
pretty Australian girl eventually decided to

stage. In other words, its great and only

look up her aunt in London, and she duly

fault was its originality! Who cares to say he

arrived at my house, having been told that

can beat that? It was suggested by my

if she asked for her aunt under the name of

collaborator, the late Owen Hall

Mrs Barrett she would have some difficulty

Leslie Stuart, c.1920s

[pseudonym of librettist Jimmy Davis], that

in locating her as in London she was then

(Picture courtesy Andrew Lamb)

instead of 12 people, six ladies and six
gentlemen, singing the number, it should

probably better known as Mrs Leslie Stuart.
She then became aware that the Australian

miss in terms that made it perfectly clear as I

become a duet for a lady and a gentleman

composer of the tunes of which she was so

thought that, since she was under the

who were principals.

enthusiastically fond was none other than

chaperonage of her aunt and in my

her own uncle, Tom Barrett.

temporary guardianship, we would be remiss

best be gauged by my subsequent act. I

The measure of my annoyance may

in our duty if we did not insist on abrogating

simply put the manuscript under my arm

in my house than I found her conducting a

the rights of her parents over their charming

and walked out of the theatre telling them

mild telephonic flirtation with one of the

daughter and show our disapproval of the

they might make use of the music I had

officers of the ship on which she had made

sweet little affair.

already written, rounding off with the prophecy

the journey from Australia. Assuming all

However clear I thought I had made

the dignity I could in manner and tone, I

myself, you may accept it from me that I

of theatrical or musical comedy. I went

addressed the pretty and dashing colonial

was completely fogbound compared with

down to Frinton, and I had not been to the

Page 30

Life by Leslie Stuart (edited and annotated

be broadcast by Robert Morrison on Concert

any enterprise connected with the

Stuart was an Australian, and not a

She had not very long installed herself

14 August 1927; republished in My Bohemian

Enter ‘Tell Me, Pretty Maiden’ into the

that it would yet make history in the form

ON STAGE

The Florodora sextet performed by the original Australian cast, photographed at Her Majesty's, Melbourne in 1901.
(Picture courtesy Andrew Lamb)
Summer 2009
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Minerva triumphant

faithfully to heritage restoration were

Minerva’s Gaze: 150 years at the Ballaarat

by paying $35 (considerably below the retail

developed, and funding was vigorously

Mechanics’ Institute. This book will include

price) and being acknowledged as a

Frank Hurley and Phil Roberts update the progress of an important regional restoration project
the rebirth of Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.

pursued. A Commonwealth Cultural

chapters and photographs on the origin of

subscriber in the book. To become a

Heritage Projects Program grant of $190

the Mechanics’, the building, what people

subscriber please write to the BMI at 117-

000 was obtained to repair, restore and

read, theatrical pursuits, how the BMI is

119 Sturt Street by 15 April 2009, including

waterproof the façade in 2002. A Heritage

and was the centre of the community, the

your name, address, phone/email details

Victoria grant of $257 000 funded

ups-and-downs over its history and recent

and a cheque for $35 or your full credit card

restoration of the handsome Humffray Room.

developments.

details, including expiry date.

T

he refurbishment of the

fiction items. Many items are 19th

Ballaarat Mechanics’

and early 20th century volumes of

Institute*, arguably the best

journals and newspapers as well

preserved, grandest, working

as books.

Mechanics’ Institute in the world,

Apart from the crown grant of

continues at full pace. The institute

land and some Victorian colonial

is about to embark on ground floor

government cash grants, the BMI

works to further enhance this

had no public funding. After

historic institution. (See On Stage,

1945, uses and condition of the

Summer 2007)

BMI building declined. By the

After the BMI was established in

year 2000, the façade was shabby;

1859, the core of the building was

the auditorium, the spacious room

constructed in 1860. A four-level

now named the Humffray Room

Sturt Street frontage with statue of

(level 3), Sutton Room (level 4),

Minerva (Roman goddess of wisdom

Hooper Room (ground floor) and

and the arts) on top looking out

cinema were unsafe, seriously

over the city was added in 1869.

decayed and most had been

In the 19th century the Institute

unuseable for years.

was used for lectures, public
meetings, theatre and it hosted a Governor’s

Over the years the BMI has gathered a

Ball. In 1895 renowned American author

magnificent book collection. It continues

Mark Twain gave two lectures in the

with a working library housed in what was

auditorium during his world lecture tour.

the first Mining Exchange in Ballarat, built
in 1865. The BMI’s collection of books,

For most of the 20th century this
auditorium housed a cinema under the

archives and artifacts, recently included on

successive names of The Britannia, The

the Victorian Heritage Register, includes

Odeon, The Vegas and The Sturt.

13 000 works of fiction and 17 000 non-

In 2000, the BMI Committee
commissioned a Conservation
Management Plan prepared by heritage
architect Wendy Jacobs and Dr David
Rowe, and funded by Heritage Victoria. A
strategy of securing the exterior of the
building and then re-developing the
interior spaces in stages was adopted,
guidelines ensuring all new works adhered

$60 000 from the City of Ballarat and

informative, limited edition 200-page book,

Ballaarat in its formal title.

n

$60 000 from the Commonwealth Bank,
led to a series of further exciting
developments. This includes construction of
a replica heritage veranda, replacement of
the roof, installation of a lift, renewal of
electrical wiring, refurbishment of amenities
and restoration of the stairways, all
providing a sound infrastructure.
In 2009, through a further $1.5 State
Government grant and $300 000 from the
Potter Foundation, the ground floor will be
redeveloped to establish a Heritage and
Reading Centre based in the reconfigured
Old Mining Exchange and Batten Rooms.
Further grants are sought for the final project
of restoring the auditorium to a 350 retractable
seat, versatile performance and meeting
facility to be named the Minerva Space.
In October 2009, to celebrate its 150th
year, the BMI is publishing a book Under

plans now underway under the watchful eye
of heritage architects Moreton Dunn.

ike most of the grand Victorian

subscription-based library containing many

entrance records that a Dr Jas Stewart made

buildings in Ballarat, the Mechanics’

old and rare books. (In an inscription in the

‘a handsome bequest’) The lottery’s first

Institute owes its existence to the

library, Lillian McArdle, the librarian for

prize was a gold vase worth $2500. History,

prosperity generated by the discovery of

over 30 years and then, during the 1960s,

sadly, does not record who won it or what

gold in the region in 1851. The key figures

the first woman appointed to the Institute’s

subsequently became of it!

in its establishment were the rebel leader at

committee of management, is described, in

Eureka, Peter Lalor, who by 1859 was a

what were presumably terms of high praise

the entrepreneur and inveterate inventor,

respectable Member of Parliament and John

at the time, as ‘worthy and useful’!)

Henry Sutton for £120 a year, Professor A.T.Abel

In 1869, while the building was rented to

Both the Heritage and Reading Room,

established a world class collection of minerals

Reform League. Financing of the construction

with its magnificent, ornate, pressed-tin ceiling,

and rocks ‘for the education and edification of

of the building was through public loans which,

and the vaults below, house a remarkable

the members’. Unfortunately many of the

thanks to the city’s burgeoning wealth, had

newspaper collection that includes The Age,

1419 items were dispersed nine years later,

been totally repaid by 1874.

The Argus and the Ballarat Courier, most

mainly to the fledgling Ballarat School of

The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute is a

bound in their original cattle-skin covers,

Mines, and four large billiard tables installed

community-owned cultural organisation with

which goes back, unbroken, to the 1850s.

in their place.

an astonishing and frequently overlooked

You can also find in the Heritage Room the

heritage print and archival collection of

lottery wheel used in the Institute’s earliest

known as the Billiard Hall until 1939. In 1860

documents and objects, as well as a

fund-raising efforts (to which, a plaque at the

a 1000-seat theatre was opened but, like so

Page 32

*BMI retains the original spelling of

in 1920.The theatre is part of stage two restoration

Vicki Fairfax highlights some of the BMI’s landmarks.

Bason Humffray, secretary of the Ballarat

its supporters to pre-purchase this

many live theatres, it was turned into a cinema

Golden memories

L

The BMI is offering an opportunity to

Next, a $1.5m State Government grant,
$150 000 from the Williamson Foundation,

The stately-proportioned meeting room was

ON STAGE

The Institute holds regular programs of
talks, book club meetings and forums, and
the building is currently home to the
administrative offices of the Royal South
Street Competition.
Recognising the importance of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in the life of

Left page: The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in

the community and mindful of Hugh

Sturt Street, with its splendidly recreated

Williamson’s own request to his trustees to

veranda. Photo: Rex Bridges, BMI.

give special attention to his hometown, the
Hugh Williamson Foundation has provided

This page, top: The Minerva Space (the

$150 000 for the renovation of the foyer

former theatre) undergoing restoration, July

areas that serve the theatre.

2007. Photo Frank Van Straten.

The intention is for the Institute to lease

Centre: The Humffray Room awaiting

this light, open space—with wonderful views

restoration, July 2007. Photo: Frank

over the rooftops of the historic city—for
meetings and private functions and therefore

Left: The meticulously restored main staircase.

provide a source of vital income to the
organisation.
Summer 2009

Van Straten.

n

Photo: Rex Bridges, BMI.
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Musical comedy rep.

talent to make it a grand success’. Joy
Beattie and Max Blake were noticed for their

New Amsterdam Theatre, New York, on

In the first of a new series focusing on musicals staged by repertory companies,
Peter Pinne salutes the work of Will Mahoney in Brisbane.

singing, and the reviewer thought Will

22 September 1925. The Australian première

Mahoney, Al Mack, Jack Murray and Gloria

was at the Empire Theatre, Sydney, on

Dawn knew ‘all the tricks of the trade’ when

27 February 1927, with Queenie Ashton

it came to comedy. He also commented on

imported from London to play the leading

the costumes, saying they were ‘lush and

role. Much-loved in the part, she remained in

lovely’ and noted that in one scene there

Australia, carving out an impressive career in

was not one woman on stage with covered

theatre, radio and TV.

n the annals of Australian theatre it’s

ballerina Lynne Golding and the adagio

rare to find any examples of musical

dance team Sugar Baba and the Rudas

theatre repertory companies-shows

Twins. One of the twins, Tibor, later became

played back-to-back with the same cast—but

well-known as an international concert promoter.

one venture in Brisbane seems to have

Several of the showgirls were imported

fallen under the radar of historians.

from the Sydney Tivoli. One of them,

In February 1949 American

Diana Hartt, had been in the disastrous

entrepreneur Will Mahoney

‘Cellophane’ backstage fire in

announced a season of musical

September 1945. As fabrics for

comedies to play at the Cremorne

costumes were hard to get during the

Theatre, South Brisbane, starting

World War II, they were sometimes

with Little Nellie Kelly, and following

made of Cellophane. They looked

with Sunny, Lady, Be Good! and The

flashy and sparkled under lights, but

O’Brien Girl. All of them had

they were dangerous. During the

originally been produced in Australia

evening performance of

by Sir Benjamin and John Fuller.

1 September, one girl, Phyllis Haines,

In 1911 the Cremorne had been a large

accidentally brushed against a radiator and

open-air theatre with a tan bark floor and

her costume burst into flames. The fire

seats for 1800 patrons arranged in a semi-

spread and, tragically, two girls died.

circle. In 1917 waterproof awnings were

One of the Little Nellie Kelly men’s chorus

installed, and in 1927 a ceiling. When
MGM leased it in 1934 they extensively
remodeled the building, reducing the
seating capacity to 1300. The auditorium
had ventilation slats up near the roof to
allow for cooling.
Mahoney and his brother Frank had
first visited Australia in 1914 with their
vaudeville act ‘The Mahoney Brothers’.
Later, working solo, Will created an act
where he danced on a xylophone; this saw
him rise to become one of the top stars in
American vaudeville.
Later, in 1938, he, his wife Evie Hayes,

members was Alton Pertzell—it was his first
The Desert Song, Rio Rita and Wildflower. The
company also included Max Blake (a former
member of The Kiwis), comedy duo Jack
Murray and Connie Hobbs, whose credits
included the UK tour of Princess Charming,
comic Al Mack, Gloria Dawn (billed as a
vivacious soubrette), Gladys Anderson,
Doris Whimp, 4BH radio announcer
Robert Vickers as the juvenile lead,

commercial show; as Alton Harvey he
would go on to forge a long career in
musical theatre, appearing in Damn Yankees,
Fiddler on the Roof and The Sentimental Bloke,
among others. Also in the men’s chorus was
Frank Smith; he would soon change his
surname to Sheldon. He would later marry
Toni Lamond, they would appear together
for J.C.Williamson’s in The Pajama Game and
For Amusement Only, and they would sire a son,

director. Fisher came with an extensive radio

ended up doing 17 tours of Australasia.

background, having conducted musical shows

Theatre, New York, on 13 November 1922. It
had book, music and lyrics by America’s

popular with American and Australian

popular ‘Yankee-doodle-boy’, George M. Cohan.
Theatre, Melbourne, on 22 December 1923.

Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Gary Cooper, Larry

The plot was simple—a Cinderella-type story

Adler and Artie Shaw.

of an Irish girl finding true love, and it had a

London version of the show which had

‘sensational’. The program carried photos of

additional songs written by Kern, including

Evie Hayes as a co-director of Cremorne

the clever and amusing ‘When We Get Our

Productions, and in an ad for skin cream with

Divorce’. The production also reinstated

a ‘Star of Annie Get Your Gun’ credit. Later

‘Dream A Dream’, which had been cut from

programs had her endorsing Austin cars.

the original New York production.

The show played for 27 performances,

Courier Mail (27 March 1949) called it a ‘hit’,

the company rehearsed the next production,

said it was staged with a ‘splendid flair for

Sunny, a show with music by Jerome Kern

colour and design,’ and that ‘Ronald Hay’s

and book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein

direction of the supporting ballet was expert’.

II and Otto Harbach. This time Gloria

They described Gloria Dawn as ‘bright and

Dawn moved up to star as the title character,

vivacious’, and said Max Blake was in

a circus performer, with Will Mahoney as

‘excellent singing voice’.

her German father, Siegfried. Love interest

title role of Little Nellie Kelly. She had

Courier Mail (3 March 1949) thought it was

previously toured for J.C.Williamson’s in

‘packed with enough youthful and earnest

ON STAGE

The Brisbane Telegraph (27 March 1949)

was provided by Max Blake as Tom, with

also called Gloria Dawn ‘vivacious’, but

an American, Jack Murray, as his friend

carped that she had a strong ‘nasal tone’ in

Jim, and Al Mack as Harold, the owner of

her speech. Sugar Baba and the Rudas Twins

the circus. The action moved between the

came in for their share of praise, as did Al

big top, an ocean liner en route to New

Mack, Will Mahoney, Doris Whimp, Connie

York, and an English Hunt Club.

Hobbs and Jack Murray.
Sunny closed 19 April 1949, after
playing 29 performances. The next show
was not one of those previously
announced, but Mercenary Mary, a work
that had been a modest success in New
York, but a gigantic hit in London,
spawning two touring companies.
With a book by William B.
Friedlander and Isobel Leighton, it had
music and lyrics by Friedlander and Con
Conrad, and additional music and lyrics
by Irving Caesar, Joseph Meyer, Louis
Hirsch, Zelda Sears, Vivian Ellis and
Vincent Youmans. In fact it was on the
strength of Youmans’ name that the work
was regarded as a second-cousin to his hit,
No, No, Nanette. His contribution to the

The Cremorne’s production opened on
2 March 1949, to excellent notices. The

Once again the local critics enthused. The

closing on 25 March 1949. During the run,

memorable song hit ‘Nellie Kelly, I Love You’.

New Zealander Joy Beattie was cast in the

Page 34

Sugar Baba and the Rudas Twins were

Its Australian première was at the Princess

names in the entertainment world such as

up of talent for his musical comedy season.

had become a huge hit. Mahoney used the

Little Nellie Kelly premièred at the Liberty

presented variety shows there. These were

Mahoney gathered an impressive line-

in its initial Australian run and the song ‘Who’

and charm in the leading role,’ adding that

for the Macquarie Network and the ABC.

Cremorne. For the next five years they

servicemen, and frequently headlined big

success,’ and that Joy Beattie had ‘simplicity

choreographer at the Tivoli for 30 years, was

Tivoli Circuit. They were so successful they

where it opened at the matinée on
26 March 1949. The show had been popular

Ronald Hay, a former dancer and
the producer, and Albert Fisher the musical

In January 1943, Mahoney, with Hayes

The Brisbane Telegraph was just as

Sunny was a good choice for the Cremorne,

glowing, saying, ‘the project deserves

Tony (Priscilla Queen of the Desert—The Musical).

and Bob Geraghty were booked for the

and Geraghty, took over as lessees of the

shoulders: ‘all the frocks have strapless tops.’

The show had originally opened at the

bright and frothy dance-based score was
one song, ‘Tie A String Around Your
Gloria Dawn in Sunny
Summer 2009

Finger’, originally written for Lollipop. The
Vivian Ellis interpolation was ‘Over My Shoulder’.
The show was another in the neverending stream of ’20s musical comedies with
a story about marital complications and
infidelity among the rich and not-so-rich. It
opened at the Longacre Theatre, New York,
on 13 April 1925, and later in a revised version
on 7 October 1925 at the London Hippodrome.
The first Australian production, which used
the London version, opened at the Princess
Theatre, Melbourne, on 3 April 1926. It was
moderately successful and closed after a twomonth run.
The Cremorne season opened 20 April
1949, with Joy Beattie in the title role, Al
Mack as her husband, Will Mahoney as her
grandfather, and Max Blake and DorisWhimp
as the secondary leads. Gloria Dawn was the
maid. The Courier Mail (21 April 1949) said *
Page 35

Show music thumbnails
Peter Pinne pens the gen on the platters that matter.
The musical we
had to have

melodic, but very dark, it’s not

Keating! Casey Bennetto’s

performances from the cast,

an easy listen. With intense
faultless musical direction by

irreverent take on former

the composer, and a handsome

Prime Minister Paul Keating’s

booklet with lyrics (very

time in office, continues on its

necessary), it’s a more than

record-breaking way,

worthy addition to the Australian

becoming the first Australian
musical to be released on

musical theatre canon.

DVD (MMA2855).

Classy Parke

Recorded live at the

If you like contemporary

Seymour Centre, Sydney, on

theatre songs, then you’ll love

20 August 2008, with the

Tyran Parke’s début CD

original cast, the country-

Sunday in the Parke

rock-opera comes across just

(TPCD001). Parke, who starred

as well on the small screen as

in a recent production of Sunday

it did in the theatre. Terry

in the Park with George, features

Serio’s delicious caricatures of

two songs from that show:

Bob Hawke and John Howard

‘Finishing The Hat’ and ‘Lesson

still stand out in the ensemble

#8’, as well as ‘The Only Home

cast, but it’s Mike McLeish in

I Know’ (Shenandoah), ‘I Was

the title role who steals the

Here’ (The Glorious Ones), ‘Pirate

show. Extras include audio

Jenny’ (The Threepenny Opera),

commentary from Bennetto

and two songs, ‘You’re Already

and McLeish, Paul Keating’s

There’ and ‘Catch Me’, from

curtain call, and backstage

David Friedman’s song cycle

interviews with cast band. (90

it was ‘largely on Joy Beattie’s beguiling

minutes duration)

performance’ that the show was so successful.

Caroline O'Connor as Harriet Piper and Melle Stewart as Amber Murray in

The mateship game The Hatpin. Photograph by Danielle Lyonne.

They rated it ‘first class’ entertainment.

Listen To My Heart. It’s a classy
album with good arrangements
and a 15-piece orchestra.

Still in country mode comes

London gig. The album is a compilation of

saying the show played to an unresponsive

the original cast recording of Andrew

the original 2004 Chapel-Off-Chapel cast

previously unrecorded tracks on the disc,

audience and that the production needed

Horabin’s country-blues musical, What a

recording, the 2006 cast recording, plus one

‘One Shot At Today’, cut from The Hatpin, and

more rehearsal. They thought Al Mack

Man’s Gotta Do, originally staged at

new track by Francesca Arena, ‘Vindaloo’.

‘Just Say’, cut from Metro Street.

established himself as a true comedian and

Northbridge, WA, September 15-30 2006.

‘Don’t Say Ti Amo’, ‘La La La’, and ‘Same

The Brisbane Telegraph was not so kind,

that his number with Joy Beattie, ‘I’m A
Little Bit Fonder Of You’, was the hit of the

It’s a coming-of-age yarn of a young Aussie

Old Song’ still stand out as the best in Craig

bloke, with some clever, witty and funny songs.

Christie and Andrew Patterson’s satirical score.

Dark and wonderful

show. Both critics liked Will Mahoney

Clockwise from top left: Joy Beattie. The Gentlemen of the

Horabin has great dry delivery on ‘It’s A

playing a grandfather on roller skates.

Chorus: Third and fourth from left are Alton Pertzell

PC 21st Century New Millennium Romantic

[Harvey] and Frank Smith [Sheldon]; the others are Ashley

Arrangement’, which covers all aspects of

announced that the next show would be The

Case, Brian Martin, Harold Martin and Harry Hall.

contemporary relationships, and is joined by

O’Brien Girl, but when Mary closed on

The girls backstage: left to right: Lita Martini, Joy Beattie,

Jesse Phillips for ‘You Gotta Be A Bloke, Mate’,

7 May 1949 after 27 performances, it turned

Sonia Downing, unidentified. Lynne Golding. Al Mack.

the ultimate mateship ode. Dave Lee mines

out to be Mahoney’s swan song at the

Connie Hobbs and Jack Murray. Centre: Max Blake.

all the laughs on ‘The Wanking’, and Horabin

The program for Mercenary Mary

Cremorne. His backers had pulled the plug.
The Musical Comedy Company was no more.
With his wife Evie Hayes still an
enormous success in J.C.Williamson’s
production of Annie Get Your Gun, Mahoney
decided to return to America.
He resumed his career and headlined
again in variety, and did not return to
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is again effective on the ballad to fatherhood,
Australia until 1959. The Cremorne Theatre

in commemoration of it, one of the theatres

‘Father And Father Away’ accompaniment is

later housed amateur production companies

in the complex is named the Cremorne.

by several kickass rockabilly bands.

(Brisbane Opera Society/Musical and Theatre

While we’re talking about Metro Street (the
show that won the 2004 Pratt Prize), the title
song turns up on the album Radio, a

The original cast recording of Peter

collection of songs by composer Matthew

Rutherford’s (music) and James Millar’s

Robinson, who has a light poppy voice and

(book and lyrics) The Hatpin (NGP01) is a
noble achievement, with a stellar cast headed
by Caroline O’Connor, Peter Cousens, Melle
Stewart and Barry Crocker. They bring life
to a bleak, Dickensian tale of infant murder
in Sydney in the late 1800s.
In musicalising the story of single mother

uses some catchy musical hooks. Best tracks
are the Off-Broadway sounding ‘Metro Street’,
the quirky ‘More Than A Little’, ‘Radio’, and
the ballads ‘Good Looking’ and ‘Today’. This
CD is an interesting début for one of our
young music theatre talents.

Amber Murray, who puts her baby son into

Yvonne Kenny does Vienna

article to: Alton Harvey, Beryl Davis and

Eurobeat—Almost Eurovision (Glynn

paid care only to find him murdered by his

For lovers of operetta, there’s a glorious album

Christopher Smith (Queensland Performing

Nicholas Group) has been released to coincide

wards, the authors have chosen the chamber

from Yvonne Kenny, Vienna City of My

Arts Collection) and Frank Van Straten. n

with the show’s UK tour and subsequent hit

opera form. It works for the subject. Stridently

Dreams (ABC 476 6905) with the

Special thanks in the preparation of this

ground on 18 February 1954.
is built partly on the site of the old theatre, and

Début CD

Eurobound

Guild of Queensland) until it burnt to the
The Queensland Performing Arts Centre

Collectors: note there are two

ON STAGE
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Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and

Years), and two thrilling songs with the

single. Sung by young tenor Greg Moore,

Festival of Arts—Sir Robert Helpmann

of VCA Dance

2008), a tiny, indefatigable, remarkably

Chorus conducted by Richard Bonynge.

chorus, ‘Entrance Song’ (The Gypsy Princess)

the CD also features an instrumental version

(1909–1986) was all of these and more. This

A beautifully illustrated chronicle of three

talented woman who, through sheer

and ‘The Nuns’ Chorus’ (Casanova).

of the same song. ‘Making A Difference’ can

beautifully illustrated biography assesses his

decades of achievement at the Victorian

determination and dedication, became

also be found on Belgium pop-duo Nicole

contribution to the performing arts, especially

College of the Arts Dance School.

Australia’s first prima ballerina—and the first

and Hugo’s latest album, Eeuwig Geluk

in Australia, but offers little on his life away

Kenny’s glittering soprano is showcased
perfectly on this CD of popular favourites,
which is mostly sung in English, but
sometimes in German. Highlights include

Dellit and Pinne make a
difference

‘Vilia’ (The Merry Widow), ‘My Love Song

Finally, I’m proud to announce that ‘Making

Must Be A Waltz’ (White Horse Inn),

A Difference’, the anthem-like ballad from

‘Someday My Heart Will Awake’ (King’s

the new musical Suddenly Single by Paul

Rhapsody), ‘My Dearest Dear’ (The Dancing

Dellit and myself, has been released as a

(EMI 180479-2), sung in Flemish.
All these albums are available from Middle
South Yarra 3141. www.middle8.com 

n

the first full-length production of Swan Lake

with the centenary of his birth in early 2009,

The king’s treasures

staged here. Golding’s career took her to

University of Queensland Press, 2008.
416pp. RRP $49.95

A

precious recording of the night

Adelaide’s theatre history, it was described

opera in Australia came of age

by Kenneth Hince as ‘the night of the long

has just been discovered.

tiaras, the Festival’s night of nights’. The

The occasion was the Elizabethan

landmark performance was telecast around

Theatre Trust Opera Company’s

Australia on the Nine Network from the

presentation of Tosca at the Adelaide

stage of Her Majesty’s Theatre, but no

Festival of Arts on 20 March 1968.

recordings of it were known to survive—that

This remarkable production was
blessed with a cast of true international

discovered in a private archive.

standard: Italian baritone Tito Gobbi was
Scarpia—probably his greatest role; the

historian Geoffery Orr, this 41-year-old

Melbourne dramatic soprano Marie Collier

recording has been expertly restored and

sang Floria Tosca, the characterisation in

issued as a two-CD set on the Lyric label.

which she had triumphed at Covent

Kennedy’s remarkable story via insight,

Hocus Pocus: Magic, Mystery and Illusion

gossip and stories from friends, including

in Melbourne

Bert Newton, Noeline Brown, Tony Sattler,

Published to complement a recent City

Philip Brady, and the people who cared for

Museum exhibition, this delightful overview

him towards the end of his life. It includes

of magic in Melbourne is meticulously

300 rare photographs, scripts, letters, reviews

researched, beautifully designed and

and ephemera from his childhood to his

colourfully illustrated.

eventual dominance of television. Mike

City Museum, 2008. 56pp. RRP $15

Not Quite Hollywood: The Official

     

‘Aussie cinema got its gear off’, replete with

commercially, but thanks to Geoff, Theatre

the 1964 Zeffirelli production; and the brilliant

Heritage members can obtain a copy for the

Queensland tenor Donald Smith, at the top

very special price of only $25. Just send a

of his form, sang Cavarodossi.

cheque or money order for $25 to Lyric

outrageous anecdotes, trivia and images.
Madman Films, 2008. 84pp. RRP

On Ecstasy

who became a stalwart of opera in

anywhere in Australia. And please mention

A vivid biographical piece in which

Theatre Heritage when you write.

provocative director Barrie Kosky explores
the feelings of intense joy and delight, as
well as the power and terror of ecstasy.
Melbourne University Press, 2008. 96pp.

First reading
In harmony

RRP $19.95

A roundup of books of theatrical interest for people interested in theatre.
illustrations include costumes, photographs,
An exhibition of himself

Hilary Adair (ed.):

Janine Barrand and

Heads Towards Swanston Street:

Margaret Marshall:

A Compilation from the Royal Philharmonic’s

Peter Allen

album covers, posters, sheet music and
handwritten lyrics.
Victorian Arts Centre Trust, 2008.

Guardbooks

Published in association with Peter Allen:

48pp. RRP $15. Available at the Arts Centre

An enjoyable booklet of interesting snippets

The Exhibition, this full colour catalogue

Man of many arts

from the archives of this venerable

includes an introduction by Janine Barrand

Melbourne institution, founded in 1853.

and essays by exhibition curator Margaret

Royal Melbourne Philharmonic, 2008.
32pp. RRP $10
Available from RMP, Drill Hall, 239
a’Beckett Street, Melbourne 3000.

Marshall, exploring Allen’s career as an
entertainer and songwriter, and outlining
the establishment of the Peter Allen
Collection as part of the Arts Centre’s
Performing Arts Collection. The
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Talent hatchery
Jennie Lees:
The Sydney Eisteddfod Story: 1933–1941
An entertaining documentation of the first
decade of a vibrant institution that has
promoted the development of talented
young Australian performers for 75 years.
Sydney Eisteddfod, 2008. 316pp. RRP
PB $34.95, HC $49.95

Anna Bemrose:
Robert Helpmann—A Servant of Art

Available via www.sydneyeisteddfod.com.

Dancer, mime, make-up artist, musicals

au or phone (02) 9261 8366.

performer, choreographer, actor on stage

Dance record

and screen, director of ballets, plays and
operas, co-artistic director of the Australian
Ballet, and director of the 1970 Adelaide

ON STAGE

Kate Mazoudier (ed.):
Moving Generations—Celebrating 30 Years      
Summer 2009

Available from Readings Bookshops in
Victoria, or Allegro Publishing, Box 1022,
Oregon 97116, USA. www.allegropublishing.net

Anne Pender & Susan Lever (eds.):
Nick Enright: An Actor’s Playwright
As a writer, director, actor and teacher Nick
Enright (1950–2003) influenced theatre in
50 plays for stage, film, television and radio,

The price includes packing and postage to

One of the most glittering occasions in

Allegro Publishing, 2008. 120pp. RRP $35

A life lived

On ekkies

début of conductor Carlo Felice Cillario,

n

country’s ballet teachers.

272pp. RRP $64.99

Australia for 30 years. He wrote more than

Barrie Kosky:

Marie Collier as Tosca.

one of our finest and most respected of this

McColl Jones was a Kennedy ‘insider’ and

$24.95

CDs, 8 Otira Road, Caulfield North 3161.

this country.

before she returned to Australia to become

Melbourne University Press, 2008.

A tongue-in-cheek evocation of the era when

Garden, replacing an ailing Maria Callas in

Europe, South America and North America,

an IMT comedy writer.

Collector’s Handbook

This triumphant Tosca is not available

The production marked the Australan

Simon Gregg:

Paul Harris:

Now, thanks to the enterprise of music

Graham Kennedy Treasures—Friends   
This lavishly illustrated memoir tells

Aussiewood

is until an audio recording was recently

Mike McColl Jones:
      Remember the King

Abracadabra

A Tosca to go for

to perform the dual roles of Odette/Odile in

Available free from Victorian College of the Arts.

and a travelling exhibition.

Eight Music, 145 Osborne Street,

VCA School of Dance, 2008. 40pp.

from the spotlight. Its publication coincides

translated and adapted more, and taught
acting in Australia and the US. Scholars,
teachers and theatre directors have contributed
to this book, each illuminating an aspect of
Enright’s remarkable career.
Editions Rodopi NV, Amsterdam, 2008.

Legendary Australian ballerina Lynne Golding,
whose life is chronicled in a new biography,

232pp. RRP $190.95

Lynne Golding—Australian Ballerina.

Hey! Hazel’s telling tales

An ear to the stage

Hazel Phillips:

Chris Puplick:

Black River, Bright Star

Getting Heard: Achieving an Effective

A tell-all autobiography by the irrepressible

Arts Advocacy
and much loved Hazel Phillips. Theatre, TV, The arts’ record of access to government is
films, cabaret, radio and journalism—Hazel’s not impressive. Its failure to get heard where
done the lot. She has written, starred and

it counts, and to turn its artistic, commercial

appeared in three musicals of her own,

and international successes into ongoing

including Marilyn and Me, a one-woman

government support, reflects the failure of

tribute to Marilyn Monroe.

practitioners to understand the political system. In

Zeus Publications, Burleigh, 2008. 314pp.

this Currency House Platform Paper, Chris
RRP $33.95. Link: www.zeus-publications.com Puplick, a former Federal Shadow Minister

Small wonder
Edith Pillsbury:
Lynne Golding—Australian Ballerina
The biography of Lynne Golding (1920–

for the Arts, analyses the problem and calls
for industrial unity. Cultural diversity in
lobbying, he says, is death.
Currency House, 2008. 80pp. RRP $14.95 *
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LIfe in the other Number 96 Descendants of delight
Denise Scott:
All That Happened at Number 96
The ebullient comedian’s memoir of her
family life, the real difficulties that can ensue
in any marriage, and coming out of it with
love and good humour.
Scott says she had to decide whether this
book was just going to be comedic, but
decided to tell as much of the truth she
could—warts and all.
Hardie Grant, 2008. 256pp. RRP $29.95

The rumble on Rumpole

Gayle Speight:

George Whaley:

The Travelling Wirth Family: a History of

Leo ‘Rumpole’ McKern: The

our Ancestors as Musicians, Miners and Wirths’

Accidental Actor

Circus including Descendants

This long-awaited biography tells the story

Researched, written and compiled by Gayle

of a working-class Sydney boy who left

Speight, with additional research by Stephanie

Australia in the 1940s and went on to an

Wirth and Margaret Wright, this valuable

extraordinary and renowned acting career.

book uncovers the history and genealogy of

In England he become a major

the vast Wirth family, from their beginnings

Shakespearean actor and made many films.

in Germany, their time as miners and travelling

Yet it was the gravelly-voiced, potato-faced

musicians in Australia, to the worldwide

Horace Rumpole in the long-running series

fame of the great circus which they founded.

Rumpole of the Bailey that made him a

Privately published, 2008. 514pp. RRP
$38, inc. postage. Available from Gayle

household name in Britain and Australia.
New South, 2008. 312pp. RRP $39.95  n

Broadway in 1904 with Douglas Fairbanks Sr.

taskmaster, it appears he had great

Lorna played it in Ballarat—not quite Broadway—

admiration for Lorna’s skills as an actress.

plays, and her rich voice dominated many of

but she toured all over Australia as an

She played in all kinds of theatre and

the productions. She was well remembered

understudy in her father’s theatre company.

tackled a wide variety of character parts,

for her role in the continuing series Coronets

William Duff Forbes becomes more and

including the scene stealing role of Madame

of France.

more interesting, but let’s research him

Arcati in the first production of Blithe Spirit.

another time.
In his book Stars of Australian Stage and

radio performers such as the late Walter

Screen, Hal Porter tells a lovely story about

independent academies and schools. In

Pym. I was lucky enough to do voice

Lorna’s husband Frederick Chapman. Lorna

1924 Lorna started the Lorna Forbes School

training with Walter at times, and I found

told Porter: ‘Frederick Chapman, whose

of Drama. When one considers the status of

him to be a true gentleman. He did much

record in the musical world is as long as

women in those days this was a remarkable

more, of course, such as the voice of Lux

mine in the world of acting, was conducting

achievement. Theatre certainly had its share

Radio Theatre, and kept performing in film

the orchestra at the Criterion Theatre,

of fine actresses but the management and

and TV shows right up until his death. Today

Sydney, for a Matheson Lang season. I was
playing Nancy, in a play like The Manxman;
I forget the name for the moment… I looked

gmsp8f@yahoo.com.au

across the footlights, and loved’. It was from
all accounts a great love affair.
Porter noted that at times Lorna could
not recall shows she had been in. Often these

In the first of an occasional series exploring the contributions of some of Australia’s most influential teachers,
Peter Stephenson Jones pays tribute to the inspirational Lorna Forbes.

I

great stars did not keep scrapbooks because
they were on tour all the time. And Lorna
certainly got around: it seems as though she

have heard people say, ‘Those who can,

Australia. I am not thinking so much of those

played in almost every major theatre in

do, and those who can’t, teach.’ In some

who teach at the large institutions, rather

Australia.

those teachers of the performing arts their

rare cases I suppose there might be

It is often said that in radio drama
Australia led the world. There were great

training was the province of a few

Speight, 50 Houston Drive, Bundaberg 4670;

The teachers: Lorna Forbes

There was no VCA then and actor

Lorna also scored well in a parade of radio

As an actress her favourite role was Olivia

he’s remembered mainly as the Menthoids

She must have had an
extraordinarily hectic
schedule; only her
incredible love
and passion for the
art kept her going.

man: remember ‘M-E-N-T-H-O-I-D-S’? I
mention him simply because, like Lorna, he
was of a rare breed. They were people with
an incredible devotion to their art.
Often teaching is in the hands of performers
who have either retired or decided to teach
rather than perform, but Lorna was a rarity:
she kept performing while she was teaching.
She must have had an extraordinarily hectic
schedule; only her incredible love and

control was clearly in the hands of men.
Lorna ran her school for a phenomenal

passion for the art kept her going. She had
great sadness in her life, especially when her

in Twelfth Night and she also played in Richard III.

34 years. It is obvious that she had great

only son, actor Russell Chapman, was killed

Shakespeare seems to have been her passion

respect for the disciplines of theatre, and

on active service while in the Air Force.

the daughter of an actor-producer, Wilson

and she appeared in the company of the great

voice was a huge focus in her teaching. She

Duff Forbes; her mother, Ada, was a very

actor-manager Allan Wilkie. Wilkie was

had an impressive understanding of

into a class conducted by Lorna. I very

fine actress. There is a story about her:

frequently described as very difficult to get

Shakespearean text and clear ideas about

much doubt that she would be using the

some performers do between engagements,

apparently, on one occasion, she was

along with, and many of his actors had their

diction, projection and delivery. These were

exercises of Robert Benedetti, but we can be

but my interest is in the teachers who taught

accidentally thrown from a horse into the

egos bruised. Nevertheless he was awarded

the days when actors could project their

sure that here was a teacher who knew her

orchestra pit—but Ada kept playing! These

the CBE in 1925 for his services to theatre.

voices in large theatres without the need for

craft backwards because she was experienced,

were performers we used to call ‘troupers’;

He cleverly presented school curriculum

the technology we have today.

but also her life had always been in theatre.

and love what I do, I have long wanted to

I am not completely sure there are many of

Shakespeare at reduced admission prices.

It’s a pity really, but because voice

know more of other teachers in Australian

them around these days.

It is said he sanitised Shakespeare for

own academies and schools.

some truth in that, but I have never quite

Lorna Forbes was born in 1890. She was

understood how. The majority of teachers of
acting, dance and the allied arts have been
experienced in their field. So why do people
end up teaching? It may well be something

because that is what they wanted to do.
Though I have taught for over 30 years

knowledge of theatre. That in itself is
helpful, but it is not enough. One needs
great skill in the art of pedagogy.
I have a copy of the program for Garnet
H. Carroll’s Australian production of The

‘Intelligent, womanly, delightful, subtle, joyous,
flawless’—the inspiring Lorna Forbes.
had grease paint running through their veins.
These ladies spoke clearly and with elegance

Music Man in 1960. As was common in those

and they respected the beauty of words.

days, there’s a biog of the imported star, in

They dedicated their whole lives to the art.

this case Ted Scott. There were Australians in

Clearly, Lorna Forbes was just such a

the ‘minor’ or supporting roles, but they were

lady. I had to know more about her. Her

lucky to have a photo and not much else.
I noticed a picture of a very imposing
looking lady called Lorna Forbes. She
looked like one of those grand ladies of the

name comes up frequently, particularly when
one talks with our older performers, who
speak of her with great respect.
From all accounts Lorna was a very fine

training has declined, if the equipment

training insisted on pure vowels and precise

breaks down today, few actors can carry

diction. She also believed in honesty in

of her own will and determination from her

Shakespeare Quarterly, which he claimed was

the production.

performance. She was very well up to date

mother. Lorna had plenty of ups and downs

the only Shakespeare journal in Australia.

in her life but seems to have had great courage

His company was clearly a brilliant training

and determination to carry on.

ground for many actors.
Wilkie had become very disillusioned

A remarkably busy woman, Lorna was
not only teaching but also performing. She
had formed a company in 1930 with

with the teachings of Stanislavski.
Lorna Forbes died in Melbourne on
26 May 1976.

Alexander Marsh and toured Tasmania

Above everything, each time I have

her blood. It seems to have been very much

with the standards of theatre in England. He

presenting several diverse productions,

talked with an actor who was trained by

a ‘born in a trunk’ story: she was five years

believed that England would never produce

particularly melodrama

Lorna, she has been spoken of with

old when she appeared in a production of

another Henry Irving and that the decline in

East Lynne. This is a play well known to

theatre was due to the fact that the actor-

Wilkie Company, playing opposite him in

some Melbourne audiences, as it was the

manager was a dying breed. He objected to

A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

inaugural production of George Miller’s

the vulgarities of the English stage. He

Bowl Music Hall in 1960.

introduced lighting designs never before

played character roles in several musicals

seen in Australia. His impact on Australian

such as The Student Prince. When she was 70

Lorna Forbes was born with show biz in

Lorna went to Methodist Ladies’ College

She had worked with Marsh in the

As a change from Shakespeare, Lorna

theatre. Those of us in the arts have met them.

actress, but it is her reputation as a teacher

in Kew. At the age of 15 she was offered her

theatre cannot be under estimated—and

years old she appeared opposite Shirl

You know: the kind of lady who would call

that interests me. I have longed to write

first professional role in Two Little Sailor Boys,

Lorna was in the middle of all this.

Conway in Carroll’s Princess Theatre

herself an actress, never an actor; ladies who

about the great teachers of acting in

a melodrama that had premièred on
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We know she loved the voice and her

school groups! Wilkie also published The

It is more than likely Lorna inherited much

theatre. There are many people with great

Finally, I wonder what it was like to walk

ON STAGE

Although Wilkie was a very tough
Summer 2009

production of Auntie Mame.

reverence and deep respect.
What better epitaph can a teacher have?

Sources:
Australian Dictionary of Biography.
Hal Porter: Stars of Australian Stage and Screen.
Rigby, Adelaide 1965.
Information from Dr Mimi Colligan.
Discussions with Wynn Higgins.
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Pantomimes on the air

P

Peter Burgis tunes in to the wonders of Humphrey Bishop pantos on the wireless.

antomime could be described as

boom the pantomime tradition was consolidated.

dramatic stage entertainment, usually

Australian themes started to evolve, as shown

produced about Christmas and

by Harlequin Robinson Crusoe, and the Nimble

based on a fairy tale, with singing, dancing,

Naiad, the Lonely Squatter, and the Lively

clowning and topical jokes.

Aboriginal (brevity was not in vogue) which

The word ‘pantomime’ comes from the

played at the Theatre Royal, Melbourne for

Greek and means ‘all-imitating’. The Greeks

Christmas, 1868. It included some ‘highly

and after them the Romans, had a species of

trained animals’, including a talking cockatoo.

entertainment in which an actor performed

Sinbad the Sailor opened at Melbourne’s

in dumb show whilst a chorus described the

Theatre Royal at the end of 1879 and included

purport of his action and outlined and

a Grand Procession showing Victoria’s progress

commented on the plot.

from 1841 to 1879. It claimed to be ‘inspired

Beginning in the 19th century throughout

nonsense’—with chorus ladies, Amazons,

the British Empire, pantomime became a

Aborigines, and a triumphal chariot drawn

Christmas theatrical entertainment bearing

by a goanna team.

the title of some children’s traditional fairy

From the 1890s onwards the use of

Time In Australia’ (Fred Monument), ‘Back

pantomime for radio’, Ali Baba and the Forty

Mara, Cassim’s Daughter: Kay Kavanagh

To Kosciusko’ (Ella Airlie) and ‘The Bunyip’

Thieves. It was performed by The Humphrey

Mahana, Cassim’s Daughter:

(Herbert de Pinna).

Bishop Musical Comedy Company and

Many of Australia’s most notable actors

occupied four sides of two 16-inch discs,

trod the pantomime boards, including Jim

with a total playing time of 54 minutes and

Gerald, Joe Lawman, Roy Rene, Nellie

30 seconds.

Kolle, Will Mahoney, Evie Hayes, Stella

The recording seems to have taken

Lamond, Toni Lamond, Clem Dawe, Jenny

place in the Radio 2CH studio in the latter

Howard, George Wallace, Dawn Lake,

half of 1937. The program went to air on

Bobby Limb, Gordon Chater, Buster Fiddes,

Radio 3DB, Melbourne, at 8.00pm on

Queenie Ashton, Bobbie Le Brun, Charles

Christmas Day 1937. Sydney audiences

Norman, Syd Beck, Johnny Lockwood,

heard it on 2CH the same week. The

Gloria Dawn, Rex ‘Waca’ Dawe, Johnny

program, through the courtesy of the radio

Ladd, Queenie Paul, Maggie Fitzgibbon,

discs, was still being played on air in the

Babs MacKinnon, Reg Quartley, Lucky Grills,

1960s, mainly on country stations for the

Ronnie Shand, Alfred Dampier, Bert Newton,

Christmas celebration.

Florence Young, Bert Bailey, Happy
Hammond, Maggie Moore, Dan Agar, Reg
Livermore, Max Reddy and Nellie Stewart—
to name but a few.

The cast of Ali Baba (according to AWA
files) included:

Leonora Luppe
With Robbers’ Chorus and Orchestra.
Press publicity also listed Gladys
Graham and Albert Miller in the cast.
The Humphrey Bishop Opera and
Musical Comedy Company, founded in
England, toured the world from 1914 to the early
1930s, playing South Africa, the Middle East,
India, the Malay States, Ceylon, China, Japan,
the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand.
In 1920 the Indian Government engaged
Bishop’s Company to entertain the army,
then stationed in Mesopotamia. Sailing from
Bombay in a hospital ship, the company
played at Basra, Amara, Kut, and finally
came to Baghdad. There, at Christmas 1920,

Ali Baba: Les Cone

for an audience of English soldiers and

Fatima, Ali Baba’s wife: Dan Agar

nurses, Humphrey staged Ali Baba in the

Captain of the Forty Thieves:

historic city where the story took place.

tale, presented as an extravagant variety

Australian compositions in local pantomimes

show with many humorous and sentimental

became more common. Fullers’ ‘Gorgeous

songs. The Dame was a man and the

Pantomime Extravaganza’ The Bunyip opened

Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves

Principal Boy was a girl. Popular songs of the

at the Sydney Grand Opera House on

Pantomime, with its appeal to both adults

Morgiana, the Slave Girl: Zena Moller

day were often interpolated into the plot.

22 December 1916 and proved a hit. Its theme

and children, was a natural for

Ganem, Ali’s Son: Rene Dixon

Encouraged by the success of Ali Baba, the

was ‘The Enchantment of Fairy Princess

broadcasting. It was no surprise when

Cassim, Ali’s Brother: Phillip Lewis

AWA network engaged Humphrey Bishop

Possibly the first pantomime produced in
Australia was The Three Wishes, Harlequin and

Humphrey Bishop—'The Showman'.

Wattle Blossom’ and it included local songs

Amalgamated Wireless Australasia (AWA)

the Black Pudding,, presented in the Royal Hotel

Humphrey Bishop conducting the orchestra

such as ‘Nulla Nulla’ (by Marsh Little),

announced in December 1937 that it had

for visiting Hungarian tenor Miklos Gafni,

‘Corroboree Rag’ (Vince Courtney), ‘Wattle

produced ‘Australia’s first recorded

Assembly Rooms, Sydney, on 15 July 1833.
With the advent of the 1850s gold mining
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Walter Kingsley

      Mustapha, Lieutenant
of the Forty Thieves: John Byrne
Bareme, Ali’s Daughter: Leila Richmond

Cinderella

to produce a second radio pantomime. He
chose Cinderella, promoted on air as ‘The
sweetest story ever told’.

*

2CH studio, 1947.
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The all-star cast comprised:
Cinderella: Zena Moller
Prince Charming: William Perryman
Dandini, the Prince’s Valet: Rene Dixon
Baron: Frank Perrin
Baroness: Dan Agar
Arabella, an Ugly Sister: Letty Craydon
Araminta, an Ugly Sister: Lulla Fanning
Capers, the Page Boy: Les Coney
Fairy Godmother: Florence Roache
Fairy Sleep: Leonora Luppe
Villagers, Huntsmen, Courtiers
Iris Mason and the Zenith Orchestra.
Radio promotions flagged Cinderella as

and his Wonderful Lamp, a tale of ‘Romance,

cast were:
Aladdin: Ron Randell

they heard it. On Thursday 24

Laughter and Cheers!!’.

Grand Vizier: Ross Vernon

December 1942 the Commission

Abanazar, Magician: Leonard Barrett

broadcast Puss in Boots, a pantomime

Pekoe, Grand Vizier’s Son

created for radio, with book and lyrics

The show was recorded on 10 April 1941
with a large studio orchestra and about 20
singers. The budget for this one-hour

Charles Tingwell

production was £85, an expensive
undertaking by the standards of the day.

Cherry Blossom, Maid to Princess:

The recording was again carried out by
Radio 2CH, Sydney, located in the AWA
Building at 47 York Street.
Radio 2CH (licensed by the NSW
Council of Churches) was the flagship of the
AWA network. Its major musical programs
were recorded in what could be argued were

Mary Malone
Letty Craydon

It seemed to live up to its reputation and was

of Old England, complete with huge open

broadcast on many stations across the

fireplace and ornately panelled walls. This

nation.

luxurious studio was insulated from the main

Aladdin

structure of the building and featured a floating

going badly and local political turmoil saw
a succession of Australian Prime Ministers
(Menzies, Fadden, then Curtin). The
entertainment industry had a responsibility
to help maintain wartime morale and the

floor with sections resting on pneumatic tubing
to provide sound-proofing and anti-vibration.
The main control room was claimed to
be the most modern in the country, with the
latest turntables, control facilities and record
cutting equipment. The vast venue could

AWA network played its part by funding a

accommodate soloists, choirs, an orchestra,

wide variety of musical shows produced

and an audience with ease.

and directed by Humphrey Bishop. These
included a third radio pantomime, Aladdin

Humphrey Bishop introduced some
interesting new names for Aladdin. In the

Queenie Ashton (as the Spirit of

Princess Precious Pearl,
dialogue: 		
Barbara Brunton
Princess, singing:
Ina Preston

the Mill Wheel). The

Emperor of China, dialogue:

The Grand Vizier:

Mastersingers Quartet were the

Con Moreni

four Keepers of the Forest.

Queen of Persia:

The program was heard on

Walter Kingsley

Muriel Steinbeck

station 2FC on Christmas Eve

Special Operatic Chorus and Full
Theatre Orchestra

The Fairy Queen:

at 5.40pm, to allow children

Diana Perryman

to tune in. It ran for 45

Aladdin ran for just over 52 minutes,
leaving almost eight minutes for commercials.

war years, Humphrey
Bishop and his Company

country areas the sponsor was more likely

produced many highly successful long-

to be a local butcher or chemist shop.

running musical shows for AWA, including

programs (up to a dozen sets was not
uncommon: so that the program could be
heard on a number of stations across the

The Emperor of China:

During the remaining

be a national product manufacturer; in

AWA pressed multiple sets of these

King of the Genii: John Alden

minutes.

In capital cities the sponsor would usually

The Bright Horizon, Show of Shows, The Golden

Kevin Brennan
Theatre Chorus and Orchestra
An AWA publicity brochure lists
The Humphrey Bishop radio show
on the road, c. 1933

Sanctuary, Humphrey Bishop Presents and Ye

Pardita, The Dancing Princess: Dan Agar

Old Time Music Hall.

Pardita, singing: Ina Preston

Following the end of the war, in late

Conchita: Muriel Steinbeck

country at the same time.

1945, AWA enlisted Humphrey and his

Lolita: Barbara Brunton

ABC pantos

team to make two more radio pantomimes.

Marquis: Kevin Brennan

The first was Dancing Shoes; this was

Carlos, dialogue: Hal Rogers

followed by Princess Precious Pearl. Both were

Carlos, singing: Albert Miller

written by Janet Archer with music by

Ferdinand: Con Moreni

Wilbur Sampson. They were half-hour

Gypsy: Diana Perryman

pantomimes ‘Specially Written for Children

Narrator: John Alden

and Grown-Up Children!’

Theatre Chorus and Orchestra

Humphrey Bishop and company—including Gladys Moncrieff (with bouquet)—in the baronial

The success of the Humphrey Bishop

splendour of 2CH's studio, early 1940s.

pantomimes attracted the attention of the

Dancing Shoes

Princess Precious Pearl

The plot of Dancing Shoes (‘An Original Fairy

The fifth and final radio pantomime created

Pantomime’: was hinted at in the prologue:

and directed by Humphrey Bishop was the

‘And now we come with music
and with singing
Offering a tale to thrill both young
and old,
Of how three dark-eyed sisters
kept a secret
And how a gypsy helped a
Minstrel bold!

‘The curious history of Princess Precious
Camaralzaman of Persia’. Young listeners
were told: t
‘A tale of strange adventure now unfolds,
And many startling mysteries you’ll
savour,
So gather close, and listen as we tell,
This story with a highly

The new post-war cast comprised:
Summer 2009

Alan Trevor as Marvazars, whilst an
AWA production file credits this role to
Gordon Chater, who had come to
Australia from England in 1946.
At about the same time that Humphrey
Bishop produced Dancing Shoes and Princess
Precious Pearl, he used the same cast in King
Neptune and the Mermaid, a series of 13
quarter-hour self-contained fairy stories
founded on ancient folk legends with
traditional folk music from many countries.
The cast for this extended series was
bolstered with the addition of Queenie
Ashton, Ric Hutton, Alfred Bristowe,
Noeline Barter and Douglas Cribb. Janet
Archer wrote the story and Wilbur
Sampson provided the music.
To be concluded in the Autumn issue of
On Stage. 

n

Pearl and His Illustrious Highness Prince

As to the music of an old refrain,
And take you to a court in Sunny Spain!’

ON STAGE

exotic Princess Precious Pearl, described as

So gather in a circle now and listen,
We whisk you off upon the magic carpet,
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Albert Miller

Lovell, with John Nugent

James Bradley

Emperor of China, singing:

singing:

youngest son. The hero was Nigel

Luminari, Slave of the Lamp:

was fashioned on the lines of the baronial halls

The Young Prince,

Joyce Arthur was the Princess,

Hayward (Long Tom) and

the best studios in Australia. The main studio

Hal Rogers

and music by Cecil Eraser.

Rashari, Slave of the Ring: Rene Dixon

Musical Ensembles and Sparkling Comedy’.

The Young Prince,
dialogue:

with John Saul as Jack, the Miller’s

Widow Twankey, Aladdin’s Mother:

James Bradley

Nurse Cash Cash: Dan Agar

by Joy Hollyer and Edmund Barclay,

Princess Badroulbadour: Zena Moller

‘A Romantic Musical Pantomime of Brilliant

When 1941 arrived, the war in Europe was

ABC, who recognised a good thing when

Mystery, Drama, Tears, Melody, Comedy,

Eastern flavour!’
The cast was much the same cast as that
for Dancing Shoes, namely:

Included with this edition
of On Stage is a membersonly CD of Humphrey Bishop’s
1937 pantomime Ali Baba and
the Forty Thieves.
The recording comes courtesy
of Peter Burgis, with audio
restoration by Alan Heinecke.
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Peter Benjamin
1931–20.12.2008
Peter Benjamin, lyricist of Australia’s first
recorded music theatre score, Lola Montez
(see On Stage, Summer 2008), has died in
Sydney of lymphoma.
Working with Peter Stannard (music)
and Alan Burke (book), Benjamin first came
to prominence in 1958 when Lola Montez
was given a tryout by the Union Theatre
Repertory Company (later the MTC), and

Peter Benjamin

Seena Bird

Ernie Bourne

Stephen Bolton

Calvin De Grey

later picked up by the Elizabethan Theatre
Trust for a major production. The show was
acclaimed for its witty and melodic score
which was recorded in stereo by EMI, the
first stereo recording in Australia. The ABC
later produced radio and TV adaptations of
the show.
In 1959 Benjamin, Stannard and Burke
were commissioned by ATN–7, Sydney, to
write Australia’s first television musical,
Pardon Miss Westcott. Later the trio

Reg Evans

Patrick Flynn

Bill French

Richard Hickox

CBE

Peter Homewood

collaborated on an unproduced musical
version of Ruth Park’s classic inner-Sydney
working-class novel, Harp in the South.
Benjamin’s first theatrical credits were in
the early 50s with the Sydney University
Players and their annual revue. His recent
work included parody lyrics to three Cole
Porter songs for Jeannie Little’s cabaret
show (1995). In 2000 he organised the
recording of ‘Ballad Of A Tree’ with the

Edwin Liddle

Richard Marsland

Alan Light

Noel Murray

Dorothy Porter

Mountain Opera Chorus for the CD reissue
of Lola Montez.

Seena Bird
29.1.1918–15.11.2008
Legendary Melbourne dance teacher Seena
Bird, who taught thousands of students in
over more than half a century, has died at
the age of 90.
Starting as a five-year-old in 1922, Seena
Will Poskitt

Deborah Riedel

Toni Satoni

Jørn Utzon

AC

Reg Varney

Ramona Gibbs learned all facets of dance
including tap, musical comedy, acrobatics,
highland and ballroom. She performed in
vaudeville and danced in cinemas before
the film screenings. A star pupil of Lucie
Saranova, she worked in J.C.Williamson
shows with partner Jimmy Haines and was
chosen for the Borovansky Ballet Company
when it was formed in Melbourne in 1939—
but she chose teaching instead, because she
thought it offered a more secure future.

Kiril Vassilkovsky

Jim Vickers-Willis

Nancy Weir

AO

In 1978, after she’d married and raised a

Arna-Maria Winchester

family, Seena established the first Seena
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Dandenong. Some of her past students now
bring their own children to the academy,
which has expanded to four locations:
Dandenong, Garfield, Berwick and Narre
Warren. Many of her students have won
competitions around Victoria and have
appeared on TV.
Daughters Sherall and Rosalie eventually
took over the teaching side of the business,
allowing Seena to concentrate on making
costumes and helping with the bookwork.
Granddaughters, Sheree and Alicia, are
now running the business, which next year
celebrates its 60th anniversary.
W

Stephen Bolton
27.1.1952–15.10.2008
Born in Horsham, Victoria, Stephen Wilson
Bolton had a short but successful career as a
solicitor before deciding that his real love
was the performing arts, especially opera.
He was therefore a natural choice to be a
director of Friends of Opera in Victoria (at
that stage affiliated with the Australian Opera).
When the Victoria State Opera came
into being, Stephen was invited to be company
secretary, a position he retained until the
so-called merger with the Australian Opera
in 1996. He was involved in the legalities of
the merger, although he disapproved of the
whole situation. After the demise of the
VSO, Stephen became company secretary
of The Production Company. Stephen was

W

Ernie Bourne

Bird Academy of Dance in Walker Street,

also a board member of Melbourne-based
Melba Recordings.
In the mid-1980s Stephen commenced a
20-year stint as company secretary for the
Melba Conservatorium of Music. His support
for young singers was also manifested in his
work as secretary of the Opera Foundation
Victoria and its successor, the Australian
International Opera Awards.
In 1987, in association with Alastair Jackson,
Stephen introduced the interview-music
program Vocal Chords on 3MBS–FM.
Melbourne’s longest ever running specialist
opera program, it has continued on air for
more than 20 years. Stephen also programmed
Wednesday Night at the Opera.
Though Stephen appeared to have won
a year-long battle with cancer, he died of an
unexpected and massive cardiac attack.
W

1.8.1926–21.1.2009
Much loved showbiz veteran Ernie Bourne
has died at the age of 82.
Ernie appeared in many plays and
performed with both the Melbourne and
Sydney Theatre Companies and at St
Martin’s Theatre in Melbourne. He was also
a regular at Tikki and John’s. He was
nominated for an Erik Award for his
performance in the Tom Stoppard play Enter
a Free Man.
Ernie was also known for his television
work. He appeared in countless shows,
including a stint on Neighbours, but he is
perhaps most warmly remembered for his
work in Adventure Island and The Magic Circle
Club. His film credits include Gallipoli, The
Picture Show Man and Squizzy Taylor.
In more recent years Ernie played
character roles in a succession of major
musicals, including They’re Playing Our Song,
Mame, Mack and Mabel, Anything Goes and
Camelot. He played the role of Sancho Panza
in Man of la Mancha and was highly acclaimed
for his performance as Nicely Nicely
Johnson in Guys And Dolls.
He was Mordechai in Fiddler on the Roof,
opposite Topol, Maurice in the Australian
production of Disney’s Beauty And The Beast,
Sir Jasper Tring in Me and My Girl and Mr
Schummacher in Dirty Dancing.
Ernie’s daughter, Sally Bourne, is
currently starring in Shane Warne The Musical.
W

Calvin DeGrey
1957–2.11.2008
Cancer has claimed the life of comedian and
writer Calvin DeGrey
A stand-up favourite for over 25 years,
DeGrey won the Mo award as Australia’s
Best Male Comedy Performer in 2004 and
was part of a remarkable dynasty: he
followed his father, Slim, who died in 2007,
and had the joy of seeing his son, Asher,
carry on the grand tradition.
Although DeGrey excelled in stand-up,
he successfully tackled character roles in A
Country Practice, Cody and GP. With former
schoolmate Roddy Lee he co-wrote and
directed a rock’n’roll musical, That’s The Way
It Is, plus comedy cabaret shows and an
adults-only comedy album, Piss Funny. In 2007
he published a guide to public speaking,
Leave ’Em Laughing. Son Asher, 15, says his*
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Patrick Flynn

dad was a ‘fair dinkum’, ‘ridgy didge’, ‘she’ll
be right on the day’, ‘cheque’s in the mail’
type of bloke. ‘Making people laugh is in the
family’s gene pool,’ he says. ‘It’s what I’m
meant to do.’
W

Reg Evans
1928–8.1.2009

18.5.1936–10.9.2008
Noted conductor Patrick Flynn, who has
died in Los Angeles at 72, was born Charles
Stuart in Birmingham, UK. An abandoned
child, he was brought up by Jack Flynn, a
steel foreman, and his wife.
He received his diploma in conducting

Veteran actor Reg Evans lost his life in the

from the Royal Academy of Music in

Victorian bushfires.

London, where he was encouraged by Sir

Welsh-born and trained, Evans built a

John Barbirolli; his piano teachers included

reputation as a character actor via the Chekhov

Julius Katchen. In 1968, after two years’

system, which he studied in London with

army service, he worked in New Zealand,

Australian teacher Kester Berwick.

then came to Australia.

Evans came to Australia in 1959. Initially

He was a staff conductor for the Australian

based in Sydney, he toured in Shakespeare

Opera between 1970 and 1977, but won more

with the Young Elizabethan Players and

acclaim as musical director for Hair, Jesus

played major roles with the Independent

Christ Superstar and Joseph and the Amazing

and Ensemble Theatres, for whom he

Technicolor Dreamcoat. He composed scores

directed the Pinter double bill The Collection

for documentaries, TV and films such as

and The Lover. He played in musicals at

Caddie, Mad Dog Morgan and Sunday Too Far

Menzies Hotel in Sydney and at the Phillip

Away, numerous TV jingles and Reg

Theatre in Who Killed Santa Claus?.

Livermore’s rock opera Ned Kelly—but these

In later years Evans concentrated mainly
on film and TV, most notably as Keith

mitigated against his higher aspirations.

he met and married one of the English leads,
Sheila Bradley.
They worked together in ABC–TV
variety, in the musical Once Upon a Mattress,
and at the Doncaster Theatre Restaurant in
Sydney. Although their marriage ended after
15 years, they remained friends, moving to
Queensland and occasionally working
together in cabaret
For the Queensland Theatre Company,
French appeared in The Family Room, Camille,
Away, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Briefs, Major
Barbara, and the musical Seven Little Australians.
In 1993–95 he toured in Me and My Girl. He
was in the concert version of Kiss Me, Kate
for the 1998 Brisbane Festival and in Simon
Gallaher’s production of The Merry Widow, as
well as a number of feature films.
One of French’s daughters, Susie, appeared
with him in Seven Little Australians and later
toured in Mamma Mia!; his brother, Gordon,
is a TV executive.
W

Wales. He was 60.

frequently for MTC, most recently in A Flea

Theatre of Harlem and the San Francisco Ballet.

Until his sudden death, Flynn was living

The distinguished British musician was
also associate guest conductor of the London
Symphony Orchestra, founder and music
director of the City of London Sinfonia,

Montsalvat Players, performing works by

in California, where he was music director

co-director of the period instrument group

Dylan Thomas, Charles Dickens and others.

of the Riverside County Philharmonic. He

Collegium Musicum 90 and Conductor

In 2004 he was director of the Montsalvat

was also music director of Michigan’s Saginaw

Emeritus of the BBC National Orchestra of

Shakespeare Festival.

Bay Symphony and guest conductor with

Wales. For five years, Hickox was music

Finnish National Opera and Holland Sinfonia.
W

director of the Spoleto Festival, Italy. From

In 2008 Evans received an Eltham Arts
Council Distinction Award in recognition of

Bill French

his contribution to the arts in the Diamond
Valley. He had recently completed filming a
featured role in the new Paul Hogan film
Charlie and Boots.
Evans hand-made a carved wooden
cradle in 1972 for the son of a local potter at
St Andrews, where he lived and died. Since
then it has been used by over 100 babies in
the area and was a local treasure. Feared lost
in the bushfires, the cradle turned up in
Canberra where it was being used by the
month-old daughter of an earlier occupant.
The baby’s grandmother has said the
cradle would eventually return to the township
and the local tradition would continue.
W
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25.9.1929–15.11.2008
Veteran Melbourne-born singer-actor Bill
French has drowned while swimming near
his home at Palm Beach on the Gold Coast.
He was 79.
French got his start in vaudeville, first at
the Plaza Theatre in Northcote and then at
the Theatre Royal in Brisbane. He worked
in variety and pantomime for the Tivoli and
in 1957 toured in the nostalgic revue The
Good Old Days.
Handsome and smooth-voiced, French
featured on early TV variety shows like
Sunnyside Up and In Melbourne Tonight. In

station 3DB where he became assistant
advertising manager. He left in 1965 when
he went to work in television, firstly on
ATV–0’s groundbreaking children’s series
The Magic Circle Club, and later on the ABC’s
Adventure Island.
As a writer Homewood wrote the
intimate revues The Bijou Follies, Oops, Psst,
’Arting Around, plus the children’s musicals
The Fairy Who Lost Her Wand, The Magic
Dream, Crackers and Splash, among others.
As an actor he appeared in numerous
plays during the ’50s and ’60s, working with
Tin Alley Players and the Little Theatre

Take Her in the Royal Performance for
Queen Elizabeth at the Sydney Tivoli.
In 1957 Light was a foundation principal
baritone with what is now Opera Australia.
His repertoire included The Tales of Hoffmann,
La Bohème, Don Giovanni, Don Carlos, Faust —
150 operas in all. Eric Gross created the
leading role in his opera The Amorous Judge
especially for Light.
In G&S Light played the Pirate King,
Dick Deadeye, Sergeant Merryl, the Grand
Inquisitor and the Mikado. He had lead roles
in productions of Kismet, South Pacific and
Oklahoma!. In 1959 he was in Australia’s first
TV musical, Pardon Miss Westcott, and in the
1970s he was a popular contributor to
Tommy Tycho’s Sydney Opera House concerts.
He sang frequently for the ABC, recorded
was even heard in the occasional radio jingle.

Ballet Theatre and worked with the Dance

Evans was a founding member of the

Homewood started his career at radio

2000 to 2006 he was principal conductor of
the BBC National Orchestra of Wales.
Hickox became the music director of
Opera Australia in 2005. Some months ago
singers Fiona Janes and Bruce Martin publicly
criticised Hickox and Opera Australia for
perceived declines in artistic standards;
nevertheless, OA’s board recently extended
his tenure until 2012.
In 2002 Hickox was made a Commander
of the British Empire for his services to music.
He leaves behind a catalogue of almost 300
recordings.
Hickox was married to mezzo-soprano
Pamela Helen Stephen.
W

1959, in the JCW musical Grab Me a Gondola,

A miner’s son, born in England, George

Behind the scenes, he was active in bringing

Edwin Liddle moved with his family to

about better working conditions for his colleagues.

Victoria in 1926.
He began his working life as a
toolmaker, but it was music that was always
his first love. He started singing publicly at
10, and for some years was a paid soloist at
St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne. A finalist in
the Mobil Quest, the Sun Aria and the
ABC’s Concerto and Vocal Competition, in
1955 he won the popular P&A Parade radio
talent quest. His subsequent studies in England
were abandoned when he had to return to
Australia to be with his gravely ill wife.
On radio Liddle was regularly heard in
The Village Glee Club, Music for the People, and
Opera for the People. He also sang in early TV
programs. In more recent years, Liddle taught
music, but he was still singing in church in
his final year.
His autobiography, The Edwin Liddle Story—
Those Were the Days, was published in 2001.
W

Alan Light
15.7.1916–9.1.2009

Peter Helliar, on behalf of the Pete and Myf
team, said: ‘Richard was a great writer, a great

In more recent years Light and his wife,
Janice, taught singing in the Blue Mountains.
W

Richard Marsland
5.9.1976-6.12.2008
Brilliant radio funny man Richard Marsland
has taken his own life at the age of 32.
Richard cut his comedy teeth in 1995 at
the Espy’s legendary Sunday afternoon standup comedy gigs. He started his radio career
in Adelaide on the SAFM breakfast show with
Greg Fleet, Marty Sheargold and James
Brayshaw. He also co-hosted AM Adelaide, a

to think that we won’t see him again.’
W

Noel Murray
1924–2008
Noel Lillias Murray, a principal dancer with
the Borovansky Australian Ballet in the 1940s,
has died in Melbourne.
Noel was one of the first to join the
Borovansky Academy of Ballet. In a tonguein-cheek tribute to her long legs, Boro
nicknamed her ‘spaghetti legs’.
Her most acclaimed roles were Woman in
Fantasy on Grieg’s Piano Concerto and Spirit of
the Sea in Sea Legend. She married Graham
Allen, an electrical engineering student, who
set up Boro’s studio lighting and danced in
some early performances.
In the late 1940s Noel and several other
leading Boro dancers, including Grace MacLean
and Corrie Lodders, left the company and
formed the Victorian Ballet Guild, under the
auspices of the Melbourne Ballet Club.
Later Noel set up her own school in
Hawthorn. Over its 40 years she passed on
her skilll and dedication to hundreds of students.
W

Dorothy Porter
26.3.1954–8.12.2008
Acclaimed poet and novelist Dorothy Porter
has died from breast cancer, aged 54.
Her best-known work was The Monkey’s
Mask, a detective story written in verse in
1994. In 2001 it was made into a film starring
Susie Porter. It has also been broadcast by

Channel–7 live morning show. Later he had

the ABC and the BBC as a radio play and

radio stints with 2DayFM, 92.9 and FoxFM. He

has been adapted and presented as a monodrama

was on Tough Love with Mick Molloy, and also

by Mary Bryant for two successful seasons at

appeared regularly on Triple M’s The Shebang. The Stables in Sydney.
Porter supplied the libretti for two
In 2006 Richard joined Triple M’s Get
This; he contributed verbally to on-air

Jonathan Mills operas: The Ghost Wife, based

segments, and soon joined Tony Martin and

on the Barbara Baynton short story, in 2000,

Ed Kavalee as an unofficial third co-host.

and The Eternity Man, the film of which

Marsland also performed on the Triple J

premièred at the Sydney Film Festival last

show Restoring the Balance, posing as Family

June. At the time of her death, Porter was

The distinguished bass baritone Alan Light

First member Spencer Penrose. In January

working on the lyrics for January, a rock

has died in Blue Mountains Hospital, aged 92.

2008 he became anchor/uncredited co-host

opera with music by Tim Finn.

Light claimed that in his long career, he’d

of Triple M’s breakfast show Pete & Myf.

In 2005 Porter provided the words for

He contributed to TV shows such as

Before Time Could Change Us, a song cycle

‘sung almost every evil, sinister or otherwise

ON STAGE

Mail in Adelaide.

he sang in Arthur Benjamin’s opera The Devil performer and a great friend. It is heartbreaking

12.5.1921–26.11.2008

found time to appear on stage. He worked

conduct Jesus Christ Superstar–The Concert.

shy of his 80th birthday.

Melbourne National Theatre Opera. In 1954

a superb album of great bass ballads, and

Richard Hickox, has died of a heart attack in

Amadeus at the Athenaeum.

Victoria, of emphysema. He was one day

Lorenz’ NSW National Opera and the

5.3.1948–23.11.2008

After being told ‘It’s a long way from

He returned to Australia in 1992 to

peacefully in hospital at Mount Martha,

Newstopia, The Glass House and Rove Live. He

A pupil of the legendary Marianne Mathy, also wrote a weekly column for The Sunday
Light began his operatic career with Clarice

Edwin Liddle

USA, where he conducted for the American

in Her Ear (1994). Earlier that year he was in

Writer-actor Peter Homewood has died

unpleasant role in the operatic repertoire’.

Richard Hickox CBE
The music director of Opera Australia,

Man from Snowy River. Nevertheless he still

23.12.1928–22.12.2008

Guild (later St Martin’s) in South Yarra.
W

Superstar to Stravinsky’, Flynn moved to thee

Purvis in Blue Heelers and Jack Kelly in The

Peter Homewood

Summer 2009
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composed by Paul Grabowsky, who offered

Anna in Don Giovanni, Susanna in The Marriage

at Channel–9 in Sydney, and he and Mai taught

this tribute: ‘Dot was one of the great

of Figaro and Marguerite in Faust. She was a

acrobatics at Kay Horsey’s Studio at Currumbin,

found a new, congenial audience in Australia. pocket-size, with incredible energy, an inspiring the airfield, so I had to parachute in. I think I
Between 1979 and 1985 he virtually lived teacher with a hands-on approach to teaching am the only classical pianist in history who

wordsmiths of our time, able to compress

highly acclaimed Sieglinde in the 2004

Queensland, for 18 years.

here, appearing in clubs in Sydney and the

that is not politically correct today. Kiril

complex ideas and emotions into a few very

Adelaide Ring cycle. Riedel worked with all

Even when his health started failing, Toni

well-chosen words. She was full of energy,

the Australian opera companies, and was a

continued to teach acrobatic skills to budding

forthright, fun, talkative and witty.’
W

much loved and respected member of the

artistes at Showcase on the Beach at

Will Poskitt
1978–9.11.2008
A Masters Graduate from the Victorian
College of the Arts, William Andrew Poskitt
was a popular figure in the Melbourne music
scene. His pianistic abilities covered
everything from classical to jazz and
contemporary idioms.
In jazz he worked with the Ted Vining
Trio, Emma Gilmartin Quartet and the
Christopher Hale Ensemble; in cabaret he
appeared with the Soubrettes and Vaudeville
X; his classical performances included The
Rite of Spring for two pianos at Iwaki Auditorium

Opera Australia. She sang in the company’s 2005 Coolangatta.
New Year’s Eve concert at the Sydney Opera
House and took the title role in Turandot at
Opera in the Domain in 2007. Her last
performance was in August 2008, in a concert
performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.
Riedel’s cancer was first diagnosed in 1999.
Her illness was not widely known in the opera
community until 2006, when she became The
Cancer Council Australia’s first ambassador.
Opera Australia dedicated the opening
performance of The Magic Flute on January 22
to her memory.
Deborah Riedel is survived by her husband,
tenor Paul Ferris.
W

and the Chopin Festival at Hamer Hall.

Toni Satoni

In 2003 and 2005 Will’s talents took him
to Canada where he completed an artist-inresidency program at the Banff Centre for
the Arts. Most recently he visited New York
to launch an album he recorded with the
Christopher Hale Ensemble.
At the time of his sudden death, Will was
in rehearsals as musical director for Eddie
Perfect’s Shane Warne The Musical.
W

Deborah Riedel
31.7.1958–8.1.2009

5.12.1922–9.10.2008
Toni Satoni, of the premier balancing act
Satoni and Mai, has died on the Gold Coast.

W

Jørn Utzon

AC

9.4.1918–29.11.2008
Jørn Oberg Utzon, the Danish architect of
the iconic Sydney Opera House, has died of
a heart attack aged 90.
Utzon, who created the first designs for
Sydney’s Opera House in 1957, had never

emigrated to Australia.
Calling themselves the Kolkos Brothers

After a severe virus attack left his legs

generation of dancers—and no-one twirled

intermittently paralysed, work began to dry

Fiedler and Malko. She returned to

in a stage version of On the Buses.
W

‘Emperor’ concerto at an Olympic Games

Jim Vickers-Willis, who taught thousands of

24.8.1919–18.10.2008

Australians to square dance, has died at the

Born Kiril Bernstam in Riga, Latvia, to Russian age of 90.
Jim pioneered the square dancing boom
parents, Kiril Vassilkovsky used his mother’s
family name on stage, though his friends

in the early 1950s. At one beginners’ class at

affectionately dubbed him ‘Mighty Mouse’.

Centennial Hall, Adelaide, he ‘called’ for
Parliament House in Melbourne. He had 11

acclaimed building was finished.

with Igor Schwezoff. The two successfully

square dance radio programs a week running

auditioned for Colonel de Basil’s Ballet

when he contracted polio, and was placed in

by Queen Elizabeth, Utzon was not invited

Russe and came to Australia for its 1939–1940

an iron lung.

to the ceremony, nor was his name mentioned.

tour. Vassilkovsky’s appearances included

In recent years Utzon steadfastly declined

the world première of Lichine’s Graduation

conquered the disease and, although disabled,

invitations to return to Australia but, in association

Ball at Sydney’s Theatre Royal.

bounced back to continue his entertainment

with his son, Jan, he collaborated on new plans

Vassilkovsky appeared across the Americas career. He also produced puppet pantomimes
with Ballet Russe. After it disbanded in 1947, on early Australian television.

to alleviate space and acoustics problems.
Born in Copenhagen, Utzon graduated

he danced in Europe and adapted Massine’s

a retirement village in Brisbane.
In 1995 Nancy Weir was awarded the
Order of Australia for her services to music.
W

Arna-Maria Winchester
1949–7.12.2008

solar power and the right to die with dignity.

and Graduation Ball—with himself as the

traditional Bedouin meeting places.

splendidly flamboyant Drummer Boy—and

Her extensive TV credits range from The
Seven of Jim’s children’s puppet plays have Battlers in 1967 to All Saints in 2002, and
been updated and are available to explore
include Homicide, Spyforce, Boney, The Evil

created an original work, Candide.

online: www.vickers-willis.com/html/

Touch, The Box, Cop Shop, Bellamy, The

puppetshome.htm.

Dismissal, A Country Practice and The Dirtwater

1988. In 2003, when he received the Pritzker

produced ballets for ABC–TV, including

for a place in the Australian Opera chorus in

prize for architecture, the jury described the

Leonie.

Petrushka, in which he danced the title role.

Opera House as one of the iconic buildings

During the 1960s and 1970s he worked

1983. A protégé of Dame Joan Sutherland

Toni and Mai developed a world class

and Richard Bonynge, she was prominent

balancing act in which tiny Mai, in an equally

among the Australians who conquered

marvellous and seemingly impossible in

tiny bikini, took her burly Russian husband

Europe in the early 1990s; among them was

architecture can be achieved.’

and balanced him upside-down on her head.
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ran a small grocery shop. In 2002 she entered

Vassilkovsky staged Symphonie Fantastique

Alice, who had an act known as Levon and

triumphant as Violetta in La Traviata, Donna

to Townsville and later to Mackay, where she

resembles a series of large tents, evoking

Utzon’s other major work is the national

schoolteacher before successfully auditioning

of the 20th century: ‘It proves that the

W

and Australia, appeared on television and in

Reg Varney

night clubs such as Checkers and The Roosevelt.

11.7.1916–16.11.2008

Bros Circus.

End, running it for a few years before moving

assembly building in Kuwait City, which

many, including his colleagues.

worked in Sydney with Robert Pomie and

Stuarda, Tosca and Norma. She was also

Rialto Theatre in the Brisbane suburb of West

The daughter of actress Joan Winchester,
The
Language
of
Love.
He
campaigned
strongly
Arna-Maria
graduated from the University
Edouard Borovansky invited him to return
of New South Wales with a Bachelor of Arts
to Australia as a dancer, repetiteur and ballet against the Vietnam War and stood for
Parliament
in
1967.
More
recently
he
promoted
in 1968.
master for his company’s 1954 season.

contortionist Mai Florentine and her partner

acts were also a perennial highlight at Sole

After retiring in 1980, Nancy bought the

getting bans lifted on the sex education film

NSW Conservatorium, but worked as a

roles, notably the title heroines in Maria

MP for Parramatta.

Marquis de Cuevas ballet in Paris.

After the 1958 season, Vassilkovsky

dexterous hand balancing and knockabout

Connolly and Julie Owens, pianist and Labor

died after a long battle with cancer.

prize for contributing to European culture in

Geneva and Amsterdam. She revelled in big

Among her students were comedian Gerry

assistant to Bronislava Nijinska with the

the Order of Australia in 1985 and the Sonning

Leagues Club they hadn’t ‘worked’. Their

Symphonic Safaris bus tours across Queensland.

Noted actress Arna-Maria Winchester has

they shared the bill with Melbourne

Garden—as well as San Francisco, San Diego,

Conservatorium and led the Students’

legal nude bathing beaches. He succeeded in

toured with The Great Levante Show, where

They claimed there wasn’t an RSL or

From 1966 she taught at the Queensland

pushed for sex and relationship education and

50.

York, the Vienna State Opera and at Covent

Spotlight label, and began teaching.

Gentlemen of the Night. In 1954 he was personal

Utzon was awarded the Companion of

Riedel sang at the Metropolitan in New

Jim waged war against cigarette smoking,

concert, made several recordings for the

fought for a bike paths, sought prison reforms,

the 1951 Tivoli revue Chez Paree. Later they

avid supporter.

Confounding medical opinion, Jim

Melbourne in 1954. She played the Beethoven

Symphonie Fantastique for the film The

Deborah Riedel, has died of cancer. She was

They worked throughout Asia, the Pacific

4000 dancers; at another for 8000 outside

Marie Rambert. At age 15 he took classes

they presented their hand balancing act in

conductor Simone Young, who became an

16.7.1918–30.12.2008

Kiril Vassilkovsky

One of Australia’s leading sopranos,

Born in Sydney, Riedel studied at the

Jim Vickers-Willis

1966, nearly seven years before his internationally
In 1973, when the Opera House was opened

After the war she appeared in Britain with
conductors Van Otterloo, Galliera, Goossens,

drumsticks like he did.’
W
up. Nevertheless, he toured Australia in 1988

Brought up in Britain, he trained with

but at 17 he was captured by the Germans and were private homes, and his success in the
transported ‘to the front’ to entertain Hitler’s Opera House competition was a surprise to
his performing partner, Nikolaj Kolkos,

transmitted his craft and his artistry to a new

returned to Australia after leaving Sydney in

Born in Italy, Anatoli Belogamba (Satoni) in 1942. He worked in several major Danish
was the son of Italian and Russian flying trapeze architectural offices before establishing his
artists. He trained at the Moscow Circus School, own practice in 1950. His earliest buildings

troops during World War II. In 1950 he and

Gold Coast and working on cruise ships.

ever parachuted into Rome.’

Veteran comic Reg Varney, who has died in

with West Australian Ballet.
His oriental-themed Black or White was

W

Nancy Weir AO
13.7.1915–14.10.2008

Dynasty. Her films include Alvin Rides Again,
Eliza Fraser and Chain Reaction.
On stage, Arna-Maria’s work ranged from

Melbourne-born pianist Nancy Mary Weir

Mrs Porter and the Angel (PACT Youth Theatre,

has died at the age of 93.

Sydney, 1970), Come Live With Me (Phillip

A child prodigy, she was assisted by a

Theatre, Sydney, 1971), Jugglers Three

possibly the first intercultural ballet

public subscription to travel to Germany in

(Playbox, Melbourne, 1973), The Chapel

choreographed by a Caucasian and

1930 to study with Artur Schnabel. She

Perilous (Old Tote, 1974). Look Back in Anger

composed by an Indonesian. Vassilkovsky

moved to London in 1933 and graduated

(Alexander Theatre, 1976), Outside Edge

regarded it as his best work.

from the Royal Academy of Music three

(Marian Street, 1981) to Howard the Arselicker

years later.

(Seymour Centre, 2004).

In 1980 he worked with the Tasmanian
Ballet. Back in WA, he taught in several

In World War II she joined RAF

In recent years, Arna-Maria taught acting

Britain at the age of 92, was best known for

regional centres, requiring him to drive

intelligence, as she spoke fluent German. She at her home in Bangalow, NSW.

his work in the now-legendary BBC–TV

thousands of kilometres every year. He

refused to detail this experience for the

comedies The Rag Trade and On the Buses.

retired in 1991.

mandatory 50 years, only later describing

On Stage also notes the passing of Joan Ford,

herself as ‘a musical spy’. She said: ‘I was to

Pat Gordon, and Shirley Heriot.

However, when further success proved
Later, Toni worked in the props department elusive, like several of his contemporaries he
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His friend David Hough says: ‘Kiril will
be remembered as a fine dancer, despite his
Summer 2009

fly into Rome, but the Allies had destroyed

Musician and music teacher Joan Ford,
Page 51

who died on 23 December, was the author

Shirley Heriot taught drama and was a

of the 1995 book Meet Me at the

long-standing member of the cast of non-

Trocadero, a nostalgic evocation of the

speakers in Prisoner. In 2006, at the age of

legendary Sydne dance venue and her

80, she directed Marj’s Torchbearers, Liza

father, Frank Coghlan, who led the band

Dezfouli’s play about five inspirational women,

there for many years.

at Polyglot Theatre and Gasworks.

Patrick ‘Pat’ Gordon (1.6.1929–
16.11.2008) had an encyclopedic knowledge

Compiled with thanks to: Mai Belogamba,

of Wagner and was an enthusiastic member

Geoff Greaves (Circus Fans of Australasia),

of the locally-based Richard Wagner Society.

David Hough, Alastair Jackson, Denis King,

He was also one of the founders of the

Barry Kitcher, Mary Murphy, Mervyn

Melbourne Film Festival, and served on its

Nairn, Peter Pinne, Ross Skiffington,

committee for 20 years.

Michael Tesoriero, 
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goss
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